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FOR USE WITH GAMEBOY GAMEBOY POCKET AND GAMEBOY CLASSIC 

Allows Game Boy,Mto 

be used with mains 

power - saves on 

batteries. Compatible 

with Game 

Boy™Pockets Colour. 

AC Adaptor 

Increases viewing 

screen by 40%. 

Twin screen lights for 

extra visibility in low 

light conditions. 

Compatible with Game 

Boy™Pocket and 

Light Magnifier 

Provides up to 10 

hours of game play - 

AC Adapter 

included. Compatible 

with Game AC Adaptor 
Boy'-colour. £ Rechargeable 

Battery Pack 

Compatible with all Gameboy systems! 
Transfer codes and upgrade your XploderGB with other Xploder GB users*. 

The only Cheat Cartridge to use all Xploder™ 
Action Replay™ and GameShark™ codes. 

Hi-colour display (with GB Colour and Colour game) 
Create your own cheat codes with the in-built cheat trainer 

Built-in codes for over 200 games 

Connects Colour to 

Colour, Colour to Pocket or 

Pocket to Pocket Game Boy’s™ 
for games with 

‘Link Play' option. 

Ideal for 

System Link Cable 

INFINITE MONEY MORE POWER ALL WEAPONS UNLIMITED AMMO 

WITH OVER 1500 POKEMON CODES AVAILABLE 

INCLUDING THE 151st pJflMCj CHARACTER 'MEW 

Check out our websites:- http://www.firesoft.net, http://www.x-plorer.co.uk, http//:www.biaze.de, http://www.blaze-gecn:coni, http//www.xplodetnet 

FIRE INTERNATIONAL LTD. UNIT 15, SHAW WOOD BUSINESS PARK, SHAW WOOD WAY. DONCASTER, DN2 STB. TEL: 01302 321905 FAX:01302 322061 Email: blazefc?fire-international.lt<:U.k 
Gameboy is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America inc. This Product is not sponsored, endorsed or approved by Nintendo of America. Xploder is a registered trademark of Fire International LTD. Pokemon is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America. 

Gameshark is a registered trademark of Interact Accessories. Action Replay is a registered trademark of Datel Electronics Ltd. 

^Official Chart Track Figures (July 2000) The UK's best selling cheat device for any system 

*Link cable required 
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YELLO 

Whatz goin’ on in the new-look GOME BAY 
hiQh^qhU porter 

We give you a sizzling 
feature on the next 
tnree Zelda games. And 
tueyre lookin’ good... 

oooooo 

Not yet caught em all? 
We give you the low- ^ 
down on where to find 
all 151 Pokemon... 

BIGGER, BOLDER# BETTER— 
welcome to the new-look Game Boy Power, formerly known as 
GAME. Because of the hot happenings and fantastic 
forthcoming games in the wonderful world of the Game Boy 
Color, we've beefed the mag to the max with more pages, 
holder reviews, chunkier cheats and an ace directory to tell 
you exactly what's worth buying and what's a great big 
steaming pile of smeg. 
So what do you think of the new-look 
mag? What do you like about it, and 
what would you rather we changed? This 
is YOUR mag, and we always listen to our 
readers, so your input is valuable, write 
to our Contacts section and let us know - 
remember, letters printed win a prize! 

lan Osborne, Editor 

rfquLaiz 
04.... Cover Story: Pokemon Trading card Game 

Can it live up to the Pokemon legend? 

06.... News and Previews 
All the latest news and more. 

12.. .. Feature: zelda's Back! 
Three new Zelda games on the way - we 
bring you the facts! 

14.. .. Reviews 
Your guide to what's what in the world of 
Game Boy... 

33.. .. Posters 
Decorate your walls. 

37.. .. Reviews (continued) 
More hot reviews. 

44.. .. Contact 
Our letters page is taken over by an alien! 

46.. .. Bits & Pieces 
More top toys and great gadgets! 

48_Directory 
Don't buy a game without looking here... 

52.. .. Xploder Xplosion 
Cheats codes for Blaze's top cart... 

53.. .. Cheats Coupons 
Cut 'em out and keep 'em in your game box. 

57_Solution: Pokemon Yellow 
Your pull-out guide to one of the hottest 
games ever! 

65_Subs & Back issues 
Get 'em while they're hot! 

66.. .. Next Month/Classic Game Revisited 
What to expect in the next issue of Game Boy 
Power... 

aaMe* 
32.Backgammon 
37 .Batman of the Future: Return of the Joker 
41 .Batman: Chaos in Gotham 
29.Buffy the Vampire Slayer 
40.Disney's Aladdin 
30.. .... Disney's Donald Duck: Quack Attack 
38 .Disney's jungle Book 
20.. ... Harvest Moon 
31 .inspector Gadget 
22 .ISS 2000 
25 .Jeremy McGrath Supercross 2000 
26 .Jimmy White's Cueball 
18.. ... Micro Machines V3 
43.Noddy and the Birthday Party 
39.. ... Pop n’ Pop 
24.. ... Power Rangers Lightspeed Rescue 
28.. ... Project S-11 
42 .Spider-Man 
14.Thunderbirds 
23 .Track & Field Summer Games 
27 .Tweetie's High-Flying Adventures 
32 .uno 
21.Winnie the Pooh Adventures in the 100 Acre Wood 
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PRIZES LEFT ICARDS 
flumiE pokehoh yes 
CARDS IH DECK 44CARD5 

PRIZES LEFT OCflRDS 
flCTIUE POKeHOH yes 
CARDS IH DECK 43CARD5 

[SHABA 

SHABA'S HAHD 

tSoLDEEH LUIS 

GZIfiill heal 
0STARYU LUIS 
Egseakihc luzb 

jjjpSYCHIC ENERGY 
irseigs is- regwssfff 9wnww&&& 
At the start there's a comprehensive tutorial for those not familiar 
with Pokemon trading cards. Here you're told how to fight, store 
energy, evolve Pokemon and retreat if things get rough. 

PLEASE CHOOSE AH 

ACTIUE POKeHOH. 

E 
HP OOOOm , 

l&ARCAHIHE LUH5 

HAHD CHECK RETREAT 

ATTACK frPHHH POUER DOHE 

Did Nintendo play its cards right with this offering, or is it a 
cash-in dealt from the bottom of the pack? It’s time to show 
its cards... 

there, then. 
The combat owes its roots 
to the cards rather than the 
games. You choose a 
Pokemon to fight with, 
placing other Pokemon 
cards on the bench as 
substitutes. To strike, you 
must assign energy to your 
fighters, with other cards 
offering the chance to 
restore hit points or even 
evolve your basic Pokemon 
into a stronger, evolved 
form. The combat is quite 
tactical and strategic - you 
really do have to 

understand your 
Pokemon’s 

can trade and buy cards, 
and entire shops dedicated 
to the miniature monsters 
have opened up. Where will 
it all end? 
As the two main homes for 
Pokemon have been the 
Came Boy and the trading 
cards, it was pretty 
inevitable that eventually 
the two would come 
together in a Game Boy 
trading card game. And 
here it is. But is it a cause 
for celebration, or just 
another Pokemon product 
to buy? A natural extension 
of the card outing, or a 
cheap cash-in that adds 
nothing to the Pokemon 
legend? 

What a 
phenomenon, 
it’s difficult to 
imagine a 

crazier craze than the 
Pokemon Trading Cards. 
People the world over, 
young and old, are 
collecting and swapping like 
mad, determined to find 
that elusive card and 

complete their 
collections. An 

( American Senator tried 
m to ban it, claiming that 
W as the cards weren't 
I printed in equal 
J numbers, it was an 

illegal lottery (he lost). 
Headteachers have 

banned it from school 
playgrounds to prevent 
over-enthusiastic collectors 
fighting over sought-after 
cards. Meetings have been 
organised where collectors 

v 
The framework of the game 
is based on the 
Red/Blue/Yellow Pokemon 
titles. You aim to become a 
Pokemon Card Master by 
winning the legendary cards 
from eight Card-Club 
Masters. After entering the 
clubs, you take on a series 
of opponents before you 
get a crack at their leader, 
earning a badge if you < 
finally succeed. No surprises 
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ADIHti CARD SAME 
HP OOOOO 
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B1E32 

GOLDEEH LU12 TOOK 

OCHARRRHDER 5 FRIENDS DECK 

SQUIRTLE 5 FRIENDS DECK 

BULBASAUR £ FRIENDS DECK 

PLEfISE SELECT THE DECK VOU UflNT. 

far wrong. And if that's 
what you want from the 
game, you won't go far 
wrong either. 
■a* o/bornr 

The card graphics are 
pretty basic too - can you 
imagine Pokemon cards 
catching on if they really 
looked like this? 

Let’s get something straight 
right now - Pokemon 
Trading Card Came is fun. 
Lots of fun. Now let's get 
something else straight. It’s 
not as good as the 
Red/Blue/Yellow offerings. 

On the Cards... 
Pokemon Trading Card Game features cards based on the Base 
Set booster packs and the Jungle and Fossil expansions. There 
are also over 20 new cards exclusive to the Game Boy Color 
game. You can also print out cards using the Game Boy Printer. 

i»wn« 
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abilities and which energy 
cards it requires to use its 
attacks. Read your cards’ 
texts carefully and pay full 
attention - we’re not 
talking rocket science here, 
but it’s a lot more complex 
than a quick game of Snap. 

wny? wen, collecting tne 
game's 226 Pokemon cards 
and putting them in the 
album is somehow less 
thrilling than capturing, 
rearing and fighting 151 

m 

UATER CLUB HENBER AHANDA 

LONELV FRIENDS DECK 

tm 
ATTACHED FIGHTING ENERGV 

monsters, building your 
Pokedex as you go. Perhaps 
it's because knowing the 
battling creatures only 
represent playing cards 
somehow breaks the spell. 
Also, while it's one smeg of 
a challenge to gather all 
226 cards, sometimes the 
action feels a little 
reoetitive after a while. 

_ 

USED BILL. 

Criticisms aside, Pokemon 
Trading Card Came is a long 
way from poor - in fact it’s 
really pretty good. Think of 
it as a one-player version 
of the card game with a 
storyline and you’re not 

Same Glossary 
Getting confused? During battles you can access tiie Glossary, 
where you can check out the lingo used in Pokemon Card 
Game. All the terminology and expressions are explained. 

-MIM m - 
1/2 

DECK ACTIUE POKiNON 

DISCARD PILE BENCH POKiHON 

HAND PRIZES 

ARENA DAMAGE COUNTER 

BENCH TO NEKT PAGE 

CHOOSE A UORD AND PRESS THE 

A BUTTON. 
*.* . — 

ABOUT PRIZES 

PRIZES ARE THE CARDS PLACED TO 
COUNT THE HUflBER OF THE OPPONENT’S 
POHeHON VOU KNOCKED OUT. 
EUERV TINE ONE OF VOUR OPPONENT’S 
POKiNON IS KNOCKED OUT, VOU TAKE 1 
OF VOUR PRIZES INTO VOUR HAND. 
UHEH VOU TAKE ALL OF VOUR PRIZES. 
VOU UIN THE GAME. 

| /cotfz 
H 

upper/ 
Collecting 

Fighting 

Exploring 

doWMer/ 

Poor card graphics 

Can get repetitive 

Wotx Where... 
The Pokemon cards are, as expected, stats-packed. Here's a guide 
to what they show... 

I This symbol shows this is a basic Pokemon. 

1 The name of the monster in question. 

3 Current level and hit point rating. 

4 The Pokemon's energy type (in this case, Water). 

3 The Pokemon's attack and the energy card it needs to 
perform it. 

6 Damage inflicted by the Slap attack. 

7 Energy card needed to retreat ('*' means any card). 

6 Energy attacks the Pokemon is weak against (here 
Lightning). 

P Energy attacks the Pokemon is especially strong against 
(here none). 

IpThe card's number. 

5TARVU* 3 
* L/15 HP ao 

i RETREAT COST * 
^UEAKHESS ^ + 
«RESISTANCE Nol20 

/uMMarr 
Not a bad game at all, 
but don't expect 
another Pokemon 
masterpiece. 
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Christmas is coming, and can't you Just tell? There's a veritable avalanche 
of GBC games on the way, and the Advance to look forward to next year. 
Let's check out what's in store... 

MORI BOLD AND 
SILVER AT FORT KNOX 
Nintendo launched Pokemons Gold 
and Silver at the Fort Knox military 
base in Kentucky, USA, on 15th 
October. As the base is home of the 
US gold reserves (or to put it 
another way, the American 
Government store all their dosh in 
it), security was tight. Pikachu 
arrived under a military escort and 
unveiled the carts, which the kids 
from the local area then got to play. 
This was followed by a part, 
featuring face painting, an adventure 
trail and more. 
While we're pleased the American 
kids had a great time, we can't help 
asking why we Brits have to wait 
until next March for our copies of 
Gold and Silver. The translation into 
English has already been done, and 
the UK carts will be identical in every 
way to the American ones, so why 
the delay, Nintendo? 

Due from Konami early next 
year is Woody Extreme 
Racing. A top-down racer 

with its tongue firmly in its cheek, 
the game’s kinda like a cross 
between TOC A and Mario Kart. 
Which to our ears is great news. 
All Woody's friends are there, 
including Chilly Willy and Wally 
Walrus, and you've 12 wacky 
courses to race on. Expect power- 

ups a-plenty too. 
TOCA showed us how good a racer 
can be without using the into-the- 
screen perspective (let’s face it, 
these behind-the-car efforts can 
be very samey), and this issue's 
stunning Micro Machines 1/3 proves 
it can be done without being too 
serious. Woody's cartoony kart- 
style capers could well prove a top 
game. 

ITEttlS) 
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Nintendo* Nintendo* Nintendo* Nintendo* Nintendo* 

GAME BOY 

THE GUILTY PARTIES... 
Ever wondered what the team do for relaxation 

when we're not pounding away on our Game Boys? 
Here's what we've been up to this month... 

GAME&OY 

iaN o/borMe 
Ian’s been so busy with the new-look 

magazine he’s hardly been out at all 

this month. “I’ve been working flat 

out", he complained. "I don’t know 

how l managed it." Or maybe that’s 

just his excuse for not having a life.. 

gameboy 

Ti»//eii t>ar*e/ 
The call of love is strong for little 

Russell. He’s just been up to Yorkshire 

with his new girlfriend. Ahhhh! "I love 

her", he swooned. Soon he’ll hear the 

pitter-patter of tiny little feet. And 

that’s just his own... 

GAME BOY 

oreq hoW/o* 
Gung-ho new guy Greg takes no 

nonsense from anyone. Where I’ve 

been is none of your damned 

business", he screamed. "And don’t 

speculate either." Sounds like another 

geezer who hasn’t got a life... 

Saul’s the team's party animal. 

Whether it’s a booze-up round his 

mates or a jelly-and-ice-cream bash 

at the church hall, if he ain't there, 

the party ain't worth going to. Or so 

he says. "I live on the edge", he 

gushed. Someone push him over it... 

Karen joins us as a guest reviewer 

this ish. "These pictures of me could 

launch my career as a model", she 

gushed wishfully. She's wisely kept 

her day job, though. And no, she 

doesn't wear a wig. 

GAME BOY 

/aul trpWer* Karp* Wyatt 
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oming our way early next year, 
courtesy of Konami, is The 
Crinch. The game’s based on 

the live-action movie starring Jim 
'Rubber Face' Carrey which opened 
last month in the States, and the 
film is in turn based on the Dr Seuss 
story How the Crinch Stole Christmas. 
The game’s developed by Universal 
Interactive Studios, so expect it to 
be very slick. You play The Crinch 
himself, and must explore Whoville 
in a puzzle-solving action adventure, 
assisted by your trusty canine Max. 

to C A r c S t .Vi -a. S77 7 
A e &<zc d. w i t A 
■a O r i n cr A y s r i ■'t . 

PYRAMID 
POWER! 

Judging by the screenshots, 
Konami's The Mummy will win 
no prizes for originality, offering 

single-minded platform blasting 
action all the way. Again developed 
by Universal Interactive Studios and 
based on a forthcoming box-office 
blockbuster, The Mummy features 15 
frightening levels set in the lost city 
of Hamunaptra. There’s some puzzles 
to solve, but the heart of the action's 
mindless monster-mashing, and 
probably none-the-worse for it. 
Also going on the screenshots, the 
game seems to have a seriously 
impressive intro sequence. Also, the 
visuals during the game look top. 
Even if The Mummy proves pretty 
unoriginal, it could still prove a hit 
when released early next year. 

RUGRATS IN PARIS... 

r*H llW TEE rTj| •\\ 1 
hi»;: .'Hu 
mj yjr 

Kin Miff 

Based on the upcoming film Rugrats in 
Paris. The Movie, CBC owners can join 
the Rugrats gang as they travel to 

Euro Reptarland. Players guide their 
favourite Rugrats character through 15 
huge levels of Euro Reptarland and Paris 
in search of parts to fix Stu’s mechanical 
Reptar. 
Players can ride roller-coasters, play 
carnival style games, get chased by 
ninjas, and even take on Robosnail! 
With artwork and game levels based on 
Rugrats in Paris. The Movie, kids can re¬ 
live the movie over and over on Game Boy Color! Of 
course, just like Angelica always says, "I already learned how to 
parsley-voo francy! ”. Look out for this one next year. 

NeW/ GAME BOY power 7 



CLAWS ENCOUNTERS 
OF THE FURRED KINDI SEW WHAT? 

Way back in Issue One, we told you about the Game Boy-compatible sewing machine 
released in Japan in the summer. Well, this month it reaches the States. 
The izek, a joint venture by 
Singer and Nintendo, connects to 
the Game Boy and downloads 
sewing stitch patterns, 
buttonholes, numbers and icons 
from a special cart. The machine 
is available from specialist 
sewing shops in the US. We've no 
idea whether it will be released 
over here, and frankly we don't 
really care, but if it is, well let 
you know anyway. 

It’s grim up north - especially 
when you’re a chicken. You 
talk in a ridiculous Coronation 

Street accent, the nearest footie 
team is Leeds United and you're 
banged up in a chicken farm where 
the evil Mrs Tweedy and hubbie 
who want to turn you into pies. 
Chicken Run is based on the film 
of the same name by Wallace and 
Gromit creators Aardman 
animations. The game features all 
of your favourite feathered friends 
from the movie, including Ginger, 
Rocky, Babs, Mac and Fowler. You 
must help them escape from Coop 
17 (ouch!) by battling through 20 
huge levels of platforming and 
puzzle-solving. Maybe the game 
could finally answer the 
eternal question of, which 
came first - the chicken or 
the egg?’. Or maybe 
not. We'll find out 
late this year... 

HELLD KITTY'S CUBE FRENZY 

ello Kitty is one of the most 
popular cutsie cartoon 
characters of all time, and 

she's soon to star in a game of her 
own. Her enchanting new Game 
Boy Color game is a Tetris-style 
puzzler with a twist 
as falling cubes 
become building 
blocks that help 
Hello Kitty collect 
prizes and climb 
to new levels. 
There’s 11 levels 
in all, plus bonus 
rounds and all- 
new stories about 
Hello Kitty woven 
into the 
gameplay. 
Presumably she 

doesn’t scratch your furniture to 
pieces and wee on the carpet, 
though. 
Look out for Hello Kitty's Cube 
Frenzy early next year. Judging by 

the screenshots, it could be 
just the sort of puzzler the 

Game Boy is made for... 

ACTION MAN. 

Thq has snatched the rights to 
publish Action Man the on the 
Game Boy Color. He's a realistic 

hero who uses his extraordinary 
athletic ability in extreme sports, 
superior intelligence and a sixth 

sense called the AMP factor' to 
combat evil around the globe. 
At the time of writing, not too much 
is known about how it plays, but it 
will be developed by Natsume and 
released in Spring 2001. 

j| 
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Advance to 90! 
It's not due out until next summer, but there’s already a brace of cool games in development for the Game Boy 
Advance, Nintendo’s superb next-gen hand-held. Let’s take a look at some of the hot offerings in the pipeline... 

Jl^ropzone, Archer Maclean's 
^^Bcool Defender done, is an 

all-time classic. Facing scores 
of aliens attacking a barren planet, 
you must topple the terrors before 
they kidnap humans and turn them 
into, erm; actually, we've no idea what 
they do with them, but an alien who 
successfully steals a human becomes a 
high-powered super-alien, so perhaps 
they turn them into rocket fuel. 
It’s fearsomely 2D, but anyone who's 
played R-Type DX knows this is no bad 
thing. The action is fast, and the 
graphics very reminiscent of the SNES 
Dropzone. Look out for the huge end- 
of-level baddies added to the new 
game too. 

Dropzone sacrifices subtlety for 
speed, depth for dynamics and 
complexity for carnage, it's a brain- 
off, button-down blast from the old 
school - only hardened blasters need 
apply. 

control over the horses on the track. 
This one seems unlikely fare for a 
European release, but who would have 
expected Tamagotchi or Beatmania 
either? You never know... 

This is, of course, Japanese. Even 
without the Japanese text on 
the screenshots, you just know 

it comes from the Land of the Rising 
Sun as soon as you check out the plot. 

Mega Man has become a 
videogaming icon, but 
not always a welcome 

one. in the days of 2D platformers 
he ruled, with imaginative level 
design and an unbelievable array 
of abilities, but unlike Mario he 
failed to successfully make the 
transition to the third dimension, 
and his latter-day 2D efforts were 
devoid of the imagination and flair 
that marked his early outings. For 
better or for worse, though, Mega 
Man is coming to the Game Boy 
Advance. 
Perhaps recognising the 
weaknesses of the Man's last few 
games, the GBA offering, Mega 
Man EXE, adopts a whole new 
game style, it's a turn-based 
RPG/card battle hybrid, and you 
don't play Mega Man - at least 
not directly. Instead you play a kid 
who controls Mega Man as if he 
was a virtual pet. 
It's very brave of Capcom to make 
such revolutionary changes in 
game style, but it could be just 
what Mega Man needed. Let's 
hope so... 

rPET .oZfca 

It's a game 
about horse 
racing. Train 
your nag, race 
it, win money, 
bet; it’s pure 
simulation 
too, with no 

lYA 

TDM AND JERRY IN MOUSE ATTACKS... 

MBECBf TO PIECES*** 
Why doesn't Tom give up? 

Let's face it - he’s the 
least successful cat in 

history - Jerry gets the better of 
him every time. Why doesn't he just 
retire, and spend his days falling 

asleep on people's laps? Will he 
never learn? 
Apparently not - he’s been up to his 
old tricks again, and this time he's 
kidnapped all of Jerry's friends. As 
Jerry, you encounter adventures, 

solve over ten mini-games and 
battle bosses in order to rescue your 
friends from Tom's clutches. There 
are six levels to tackle, each with a 
boss baddie at the end. No doubt 
you'll be setting fire to Tom's feet, 
getting him sucked into vacuum 
cleaners and annoying a bulldog 
blaming Tom for it too... 

LZ2J 
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MTV SPORTS: TJ LAVIN'S ULTIMATE BMX... OPEN SESAME! 

Today s episode ^ 
or Sesame Street 
is brought to you 

by the letters, ‘U, B, i 
r and the number 
Soft’; okay, that 
didn't really work 1% 
and it was a smeggy 
joke anyway, but Ubi 
Soft's new Sesame 
Street game should be 
better. Aimed at the kids 
(of course), the game 
features six Sesame J 
Street 
characters, 

What a mouthful! MTV 
Sports: TJ Lavin's 
Ultimate BMX certainly 

wins a prize for its big name, but 
will it score points as a top game? 
TJ Lavin is, apparently, a top-name 
BMX rider. The game sees you 
controlling him and five other 
pros, though we doubt any of 
them will be household names 

either. The game's a sort of two¬ 
wheeled Tony Hawk's, with the 
player pulling off all manner of 
stunts and tricks in their efforts to 
become Number One. The 
soundtrack is based on genuine 
choonz and the bikes are 
upgradable. More info next ish... 

age-appropriate 
controls (whatever that 
means), interviews with the 
contestants and bonuses to 
collect during play. 

American accents not 
included (we hope). 

4<: .y’Y 

played on a PC or Mac. 
Nintendo has yet to comment on the 
move, but usually takes a dim view of 
emulators as they’re often used for 
piracy. Pirates take Game Boy carts and 

transfer the ROMs (Read-Only 
Memory, the game programs as 
stored on the cart chips) to PCs, 
spreading them around via bulletin 
boards and the Internet. 
Of course, Cryo is fully entitled to 
spread a demo of its own game in 
this format, and as the whole point 
of the Game Boy is its portability, we 
can't see emulation cutting into 
sales of the game anyway. In fact, 
we think Cryo’s on to a winner here! 
Cryo's web site can be found at 
http://www.cryo-interactive.com, 

p and we’ll print a full review of Gift 
next issue. 

in a blisteringly innovative move, Cryo is 
to release a level of its forthcoming game 
Gift on the internet. The demo level can 
be downloaded and played on emulators 
which allow Game Boy programs to be 

4' 
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Logic 3 
What’s it got? It’s 
got the lot, and only 
costs £19.99 to 
boot! Logic 3's 
bundle of 
peripherals includes 
an A/C adapter to 
play your Came Boy 
from the mains. 
Alternatively use it 
to charge the 
rechargeable power 
pack, saving you a 
fortune in batteries. 
The protect and 
light device offers a 
cover for your Came 
Boy, keeping its 
screen scratch-free, 
but also flips up to 
reveal a handy light for playing when the sun goes down. The link cable lets 
you play against your mates, and the earphones stops the rest of the family 
moaning at you for zapping aliens while they’re watching Eastenders (they 
don't know what they’re missing). 
In all, this is a comprehensive and high-quality package, as long as you 
haven't already got some of the items. 

UTILITY PACK 

MAIL JUNKES 
WORLD PORT 
Datel Electronics 
What's the simplest way to join the e-mail revolution? Buy a PC? Visit a 
cyber cafe? No - get a Mail Junkies World Port for your Came Boy. World 
Port is a revolutionary e-mail package for use with any Came Boy. With it 
you can control your own e-mail account, sending and receiving text 
messages to and from anyone else who’s online. You can’t surf the 
internet with it, of course. The Mail Junkies World Port cart also contains a 
world time map, an address book, a calculator and a 
calendar, so it functions as a 
personal organiser too. 
Mail Junkies World Port is 
an impressive piece of kit, 
but is a little expensive to 
run. Although 
downloading messages is 
quick (it takes around a 
minute at most), calls to 
the Mail Junkies service 
are charged at 25p a 
minute, so a £5 Top-up 
Card (the calls must be 
pre-paid) only gives you 
about 20 minutes' 
online time. At £24.99 
it's a bargain to buy, 
but make sure you're 
aware of the running 
costs before you splash 
out. 

ACTION REPLAT 

Logic 3 
The Came Boy Handy Case is available in five sharp colours, 
and fits the Game Boy Pocket as well as the Came Boy Color. 
There’s a storage space for games cartridges, and a 
shoulder/belt strap is also provided. The Game Boy can be 
played whilst in the case too. 
The Handy Case isn’t the best carry-pack we’ve seen, but 
it’s politely functional and very cheap at £4.99. 

Datel Electronics 
Datel’s Action Replay Online makes a nonsense of the phrase, cheats 
never prosper’. It's jam-packed with thousands of cheat codes for infinite 
lives, ammo, health and - well everything, really. It has a built-in code 
generator too, so you can hack your brand-new games too. 
Action Replay Online is more than just a cheat cart, though. Using the 
cable and software supplied, you can attach the Came Boy to the internet 
via a PC and exchange codes with users from all over the world, as well as 
downloading them from Datel’s own web site. All in all, it's an impressive 
piece of kit. 

HeW/ CRIME BOY power n 
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11 GAME BOY power feature 

Link's back with three blistering new games, exclusive 
to the Game Bog Color. Can gou handle it? Let's find out... 

can play the carts in any 
order, but entering a 
passcode won by 
completing one of the 
games affects the events 
that take place in the next 
one you play. For example, 
you might take part in a 
battle in one game which 
causes a monument to be 
destroyed. In the next, that 
monument lies in rubble. If 
you win a certain weapon, 

We begin to unravel the mgsterg... 

update with the bits 
coloured in. Classic stuff, 
but hardly new. Seven years 
without a Zelda game. And 
then three come at once... 
Yes, that's right - there are 
three Zelda games in the 
pipeline, all exclusive to the 
Came Boy Color. Scheduled 
for release in early summer, 
2001, Legend of Zelda. 
Mysterious Seed of Power, 
Legend of Zelda: Mysterious 
Seed of Courage and Legend 
of Zelda: Mysterious Seed of 
Wisdom form what 
Nintendo calls The Tri-Force 
Series. What does this 
mean? In a nutshell, the 
games are inter-linked. You 

nformation on the 
second two games in the 
Tri-Power series is rarer 

than a happy person on 
Eastenders, but we do know a 
little about the first offering, 
Legend of Zelda: Mysterious 
Seed of Power. 

Unfortunately the game’s plot 

(t's been seven long 
years since Legend of 
Zelda. Link's 
Awakening was 
released on the 

Game Boy. Sure, they gave 
us the DX version for the 
Came Boy Color, but that 
was only a lightly-tweaked 

gets off to a bad start, with one of the most 
cringe-worthy cliches in ever to grace an 
RPC. Princess Zelda, a magical madam 
responsible for controlling the four seasons 
in Zelda's world (Hyrule, for those who’ve 
forgotten), has - you’ve guessed it - been 
kidnapped. How original! The creature who's 
kidnapped the dame is Canon, and you 
won't be in the least bit surprised to find it's 
down to you to rescue her. Pass the puke 
bag or what? Canon learns of his quest, and 
splits the mighty Triforce into eight pieces, 
scattering them throughout the lands (and 
that's something else you’ve never seen 
done before, eh?). Assembling the Triforce is 
your key to success, but can you do it? 

However, 
Princess Zelda's 

-—— - - disappearance 
«. •' •—! and Canon's 

misdeeds have 
made a mess of 
the land. The Rod 
of the Four 
Seasons, a device 
used to control 
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HiraHDTD'5 THE MAN! 
Nintendo's Shigeru Miyamoto is the most successful games designer 
EVER! The list of games he's produced reads like a gaming hall of 
fame, and includes the Mario, Donkey Kong and Zelda sagas. So 
what does he have to say about the Tri-Power series and its 
spectacular delays? "The games 
are late because of the link 
system", he said. "The variable 
scenario is increasing the work. -|9 
There are similar events in all 
three cartridges, so if you've 
already finished one game, it ^^If*?** 
makes the events in the next a 
little easier.'" 
He's certainly right about the 
delays, but then, it's bound to - 
be worth waiting for... 

words, everyone’s guessin’ 
and Nintendo ain't sayin'), 
but the latest gossip says 
they’re found in all three 
games and need to be 
combined with other items 
to produce something 
flashy and spectacular. 
Combine them with soil and 
water and wait 40 years 
and you might get an oak 
tree. Power Acorns can 

this could be carried over to 
the next cart too. As 
mentioned before, the 
games can be played in any 
order, so when you’ve 
finished 'em you can have a 
go playing a different cart 
first and see how this 
affects the storylines. The 
replay value is tremendous! 

THE MISSING LINK? 
So how do the games' plots 
link together (no pun 
intended)? Well, each of the 
three games follows a set 
theme which determines 
the way the individual cart 
plays. The first in the series, 
currently-titled Mysterious 
Seed of Power' (this could 
change), is based around 

changes 
the 
seasons, 
affecting 
the game 
areas and 
locales. 
Further themes are 
colours, where the events 
are based around a colour 
scheme, and time, where 
you use morning, noon, 
afternoon and evening to 
sort out several time-based 
teasers. Look out too for 
the Seeds of Power. Their 
exact nature is still subject 
to speculation (in other 

be fired from 
Zeida’s 
catapult 
too, with 
different 

acorns 
having 
different 
effects. 
So when 
can we 
expect this 
sizzling 
saga? Well, 
as we said 
the first 

game is 
expected early next 

summer, with the 
subsequent titles 

released at six- to eight- 
week intervals. Let's face 
it, though - Nintendo is 
almost as famous for its 

lengthy delays as its 
excellent games, and this 
one’s already slipped 
(would you believe the 
first Tri-Power game was 
supposed to make it into 
the shops for Christmas?). 
We won't hold our 
breaths, but we will keep 
you informed... 

the, erm; seasons, has been sent to another game is the seasons - using the Rod of the Four As the Yanks say, if it ain't broke, don't fix it. The 
dimension, taking Hyrule Castle with it. Smeg! Seasons is essential for getting past certain game's 'seasons' theme and the Tri-Power system 

problems. For example (and this is a made-up look set to beef up the originality to the max, 
even if the storyline does have 

you rescuing a smeggin' 
k. princess. Again... 

example - we're not spoiling the adventure for 
you) autumn leaves and winter snow might cover 
a tunnel entrance which you can only find in 
the spring or summer. The winter blizzards 
might block a path which is revealed 
again when it thaws, or maybe the 
desert is too hot to cross in the 
sunny summer, but more hospitable ^ 
in the wet winter? Who knows? ^ U 
Well Nintendo does, but it's not x'' yP 

Looking at the screenshots, there / /v5y 
doesn't seem to be a huge U 
change in gameplay from Link's Pli . V/, 
Awakening, but what the smeg? \l\yAy 

When Zelda 64 was released, much was made of 
Link's ability to ride a horse. Here he gets 
something far more interesting - Ricky the 
Kangeroo. When Link climbs into his pouch the 
player controls Ricky, a hard-punching boxer who 
can power through obstacles Link can't even 
scratch. It's like having your own marsupial mech! 
watch out too for Maple the Witch, a bear with a 
whirlwind attack and a fish that transports you 
.^ .. across 

;. • /' a '' waters. 
The key 
to this 
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Be careful when using the 
direction finder to track your 
next target CB'button), it 

drains valuable energy. power 

Calling International Rescue. Repeat - 
calling International Rescue... Would you 

believe 
Thunderbirds 
first hit the 

staffed by his sons. 
Wherever people are in 
peril (usually at the hands 
of The Hood, fearsome 
futuristic arch-criminal), 
the Tracy boys are there, 
with Scott in the rocket- 
plane Thunderbird 1 usually 
first on the scene. When 
he’s checked out the 
situation, he could radio a 
message back to base on 
Tracy Island through the 
space communications 
centre on Thunderbird 5. 

small screens over here in 
1965? Now, 35 years later, 
our puppet pals are back on 
BBC2, and the world's going 
Thunderbirds crazy once 
more. The escapades of 
International Rescue and 
the Tracy brothers is rich 
fare for games designers, 
but how does this new 
Thunderbirds shape up? 
For those who don't know, 
Thunderbirds is the code 
name for the five major 
craft operated by 
International Rescue, a 
disaster relief organisation 
set up by Jeff Tracy and 

Birds of a Feather There are five legendary Thunderbirds craft to control. Each is piloted by one of the Tracy brothers. 

Thunderbird 1: 

Scott Tracy 

Thunderbird 1, piloted by Scott, 
is a rocket plane armed with air- 
to-ground unguided bombs. 
Used for bombing raids and 
picking up refugees. 

Thunderbird 2: 

Virgil Tracy 

The incredible Thunderbird 2 is a 
transporter that takes equipment 
such as The Mole or Thunderbird 
4 to the disaster site. 

Alan Tracy 

Space-going rocket Thunderbird 
3 is featured in vertically- 
scrolling stages, and is armed 
with forward-firing missiles to 
trash the aliens and asteroids. 

Thunderbird 4: 

Cordon Tracy 

The miniature submersible is 
carried in Thunderbird 2's belly 
pod and used for undersea 
missions. 

S 

rs ItsW 
St-. 

Thunderbird 5: 

John Tracy 

The Tracy’s orbiting space 
station is used to scan the 
ground and relay messages to 
the Tracy boys. 

14 GRMI BOY power r*yi*W/ 
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Who'z Who 
We all know International Rescue is run by the ultra-talented 
Tracy family, along with a few friends, but who's who in the 
world of Thunderbirds? 

Alan 
This former championship 
racing driver now pilots 
Thunderbird 3, and 
occasionally mans 
Thunderbird 5. 

Virgil 
Artistic and intelligent, 
Virgil's role in International 
Rescue is piloting 
Thunderbird 2. 

Gordon 
Always the joker in the 
pack, Gordon Tracy is an ex- 
Olympic swimming 
champion and pilot of the 
aquatic Thunderbird a. 

Scott 
Eldest of the Tracy 
brothers, Scott pilots 
Thunderbird 1, and usually 
commands on-site rescues. 

John 
Scott has the very 
important job of running 
the Thunderbird 5 Space 
Station. Sounds thrilling.. 

Lady 
Penelope 
This upper-class token 
female works from her 
stately home in Kent, and 
drives a pink Rolls-Royce, 
FAB 1. 

When they've a clearer 
picture of what's going 
down, it's all systems go - 
maybe Thunderbird 2 will 
carry The Mole to do some 
digging, or Thunderbird 4 
to an undersea disaster. 
Perhaps Thunderbird 3 is 
needed for a space 
interception. Whatever 
happens, you can bet 
International Rescue will be 
up to the task. 

thuHdfrcart/? 
But is this new game 
worthy of the legend? Does 
it do the Supermarionated 
series justice, or is it 
smegsville? Let's start at 

Parker 
This ex-convict is now Lady 
Penelope's butler and 
assistant. Talks in a 
ridiculously fake cockney 
accent. 

Tin-Tin 
Daughter of Jeffs 
manservant Kyrano and 
assistant to Brains, Tin-Tin 
is a mathematical genius. 

wears stupid specs, though. 

faulted. 
The game does 

have a couple flaws, 
though. Firstly, the 
missions could be a 
little more varied. 
There are 22 levels, 
each with a different 
graphical theme, you 
get to fly six different 

vehicles and the range 
of tasks on offer is large. 
However, too many of them 
involve finding a certain 

Jeff 
Father of the Tracy 
brothers and founder of 
International Rescue, Jeff 
abandoned his career as an 
astronaut to dedicate his 
life to saving others. 

the beginning. After a 
brace of blocky cartoon 
creations that look like they 
were developed for the 
Spectrum in 1986, it's 
great to see a game that 
really uses the graphical 
whack of the Came Boy 
Color, it look s a peach, 
with beautifully 
atmospheric backgrounds 
that look every inch the 
world of the Thunderbirds 
crew. The craft are realistic 
too; just check the 
screenshots. It's just like 
the real thing. Also, while 
you never get to see the 
Tracy boyz walk, on the 
intro screens they look well 
'ard. Yep, the graphics and 
atmosphere here can't be 

Wot* 
Where... 

incoming Transmission 

Lives & vehicle in use 

Incoming transmission 

Timer 

Speedometer 

Score 

Shield energy 

T*- 

& 

*7 
> 

Brains 
Brains designed all the 
Thunderbird crafts. Clever bod - 
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FJLB... 
in Thunderbirds, you even 
get to drive Lady 
Penelope's tacky pink 
Rolls-Royce, replete with 
the number plates FAB 1. 

. 
2:S3rOQQOOQ 

Every now and then, you get a signal from HO telling you to 
receive an incoming message. Press Select for a radio broadcast 
from one of your colleagues. This can offer a snippet of advice, 
restate the mission objectives or (as in here) give a nugget of 
educational trivia. 

arcade in style, tactics come 
into play when managing 
resources. Your craft has a 
power bar reflecting its 
shield strength, but you’re 
also against the clock. Do 
you fly recklessly using the 
power-draining direction 
finder and risk trashing your 
ship, or do you preserve 
your shields and risk 
running out of time? 
Getting the balance right is 
a key ingredient in the 
game. 

IuMNy Aifr/ 
The game's other prob is 
that the craft don't always 
feel right in the air. There's 
a range of perspectives on 
offer, including side-on 
(Thunderbirds 1 and 4), 

overhead (Thunderbird 2 
and FAB 1) and a scrolling 
blaster (Thunderbird 3), but 
they don't feel all that 
different to fly. 
Thunderbirds is wonderfully 
atmospheric and at the end 
of the day it's fun to play. 
Maybe it's not quite 
perfect, but what is? The 
game’s cool, and a worthy 
addition to the 
Thunderbirds legacy, 
ia* o/borMe 

ra-llBH 

number of whatevers and 
collecting/trashing them. 
The missions are all fun to 
play, though. The learning 
curve keeps you on your 
toes, and you often fall 
short within inches of your 
goal, making you all-the- 
more determined to get it 
right next time. 'Just one 
more go', I hear you cry. 
Although single-mindedly 

< 

doWMer/ 
Missions too samey 

Craft handling basic 

/uMMcky 
A really fun game, and 
a welcome return for 
the Thunderbirds. 

16 Burnt BOY power review/ 

upper/ 
Excellent graphics 

All the craft are here 

Top atmosphere 

XMXfiAMAZINC 
THUNDERBIRDS 
COMPETITION! 

Io celebrate the release of the 
Thunderbirds game, we’ve teamed 
up with SCi to bring you a thrilling 

Thunderbirds competition! Five lucky 
readers must take home one of the 
following amazing Thunderbirds prizes: 

• A set off three 11.5" 
Thunderbirds figures 

• A complete set of 
Thunderbirds vehicles 

• A Thunderbird 2 

• A complete set of 
Thunderbirds videos 

• A complete set of 
Thunderbirds DVDs 

To stand a chance of winning, you need 
brains - in fact, you need to BE Brains! 

You've gotta design a Thunderbird! 
Like Brains, you've gotta think 
big. You need to make your 
machine capable of flying half 
way around the world on 
rescue missions and then get 
people outta trouble. But there's more 
than that. International Rescue already has five 
Thunderbirds - what makes your vehicle, Thunderbird 6, 
stand out from the crowd? What can it do that Thunderbirds 
1-5 can’t? What gaps does it fill in the Thunderbirds range? 
Write us a few sentences of explanation. 

Send a drawing of your Thunderbird 6, along with a few words, to: Thunderbird 6 Competition, Game Boy 
Power, 22 Strand Street, Poole, Dorset BH141SB. For once, it doesn't have to be on a postcard - just 
bung it in an envelope. Make sure it arrives by 10th December, though, or even International Rescue 
won't be able to save your chances of winning. 

FIGURES, VIDEOS, VEHICLES AND MORE MUST RE WON! 
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The smallest and coolest 
cars in the world come 
screeching onto the world's 
smallest and coolest console. 
Honey, I shrunk the car! 

Wot* 
WhW... 
The courses are jam- 
packed with obstacles that 
you either have to jump, 
avoid or bash your 
opponents into. Take a 
look at this shot to see 

^__ 

The Right ltack 
The menu system proves how cool Micro Machines V3 really is. 
Instead of going for the usual list of options before you start 
playing, you see a little car drive down a road that leads to four 
different roads with huts on them. Choose which road you want for 
the option you desire and your car follows it, driving through the 
hut and going onto another set for the next menu. Cool or what? 

few issues back 
you might 
remember we 
fell in love with 

the high-speed, but oh-so- 
serious racing action of the 
wicked TOCA. Originally, 
TOCA was a thrill-a-minute 
racing simulation for the 
PlayStation, developed by 
the funky dudes from 
Codemasters. Well, Micro 
Machines 1/3 hails from the 
same funky dudes, but 
couldn’t be more different. 
You see, there’s no tracks 
based on real life, and there 
are certainly no Fords or 
Vauxhalls to take control of. 
Instead, this cool top-down 
racer puts you in control of 
a huge range (32 in all) of 
miniature vehicles that have 

to be driven at break-neck 
speeds through a massive 
48 courses based anywhere 
from the garden to the 
kitchen to the beach and 
beyond. Sounds like fun? 
You bet! 
It doesn't stop at simple 
racing either To become a 
Micro Machines 1/3 pro, you 
have to make good use of 
the various weapons and 
power-ups that litter every 
course. This could mean 
smashing a massive 
comedy hammer on the car 
in front one minute, laying 
a mine for the car behind 
the next, and generating a 
force field to knock the car 
to your side off the table 
right after that. You see, 
Micro Machines 1/3 is 

■6 GAME BOY power review/ 



If you're next to your opponent on 
the edge of a table or a ledge, 
don’t be shy - knock the gits off. 
This gets you in front. review/ 

upper/ 
| Action-packed racing 

J/M Cool graphics 

Wicked power-ups 

/uMMOry 
Micro Machines V3 is small 
but perfectly formed, it 
oozes fun and frantic 
action in equal measures. 

Mini Marvell 
(characters) 

There's 32 cars on offer 
altogether, but you also have to 
choose a character to drive them. 
There’s eight wacky characters 
available, and from the 
dreadlocked rasta-man 
Jethro and the leather 
jacket Fonzy clone 
Spider to wacky 
country clot Dwayne or 
sexy young lass Cherry, 
there should be one to 
suit everybody’s taste. 

at times. The control is 
simple enough, so this 
doesn't take away from the 
fact that Micro Machines 1/3 
is a whole loada fun and 
side-splitting laughs. Not 
because the game itself is 
particularly comedy-based, 
but knocking your 
opponents down a whole 
or catching them with a 
cool power-up can be a 
right hoot. 
Micro Machines 1/3 is 
instantly playable, and even 
at first you find yourself 
winning a few races as it's 
so easy to play. Don't think 
you'll see everything in the 
first couple of hours, 
though, cos this game has 
loads to offer. As I've said, 
there are 32 cars to play 
with, but unlucky for you, 
you have to earn most of 
them by winning events 
and races. The cars can be 
anything from basic 
buggies and trucks to tanks 
that actually fire shells, 
from powerboats that skim 

across a pond to 
transformable cars. They all 
look cool too, which is 
probably down to the 
radical graphics that jump 
out of the Came Boy's tiny 
screen. These visuals may 
be small, but they're 
perfectly formed and 
there's a massive variety 
throughout the game. I 
mean, what other game 
has you racing on a snooker 
table, then in a science lab 
(Bunsen burners 'n' all), 
then take it outside and 
race around a pond? 'None' 
is the answer to that. 

Which is why Micro 
Machines 1/3 is gonna be a 
big hit. It’s got everything 
- very smart graphics, 
totally addictive gameplay 
(you better flog your 
Pokemon stuff now, cos 
you won t have time for 

it), loadsa' cars and some 
of the best, most crazily 
(and deviously) designed 
tracks you’re ever gonna 
see in a racing game. So if 

you want a racing game 
that explodes with fun and 
will last you years, Micro 
Machines 1/3 is it. 
/aul trfWffN 

incredibly fast and frantic, 
and with so much to see 
and do during every race, 
you find yourself glued to 
the screen. Not literally, but 
I think you catch my drift. 

the drift 
My drift isn’t all you’re 
catching either, as Micro 
Machines 1/3 gives you the 
chance to catch some 
wicked air and rocking 
power-slides. The tracks are 
laid out with maximum 
heart-pumping, adrenaline- 
inducing action in mind, 
although the top-down 
view can make it a little 
hard to see what's coming 

r * V 
«. - * 
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Turbo Start 
Hit the accelerate button at the right time during the starting 
lights and you get a Turbo Start. 
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Cream ofJJie Crop 
As responsible farmer 
(hah), you've got choose 
which crops to grow. Your 
decision depends on a 
number of factors, including 
cost, land and season. But 
you’ve got a big choice, 
including Turnips, Potatoes, 
Tomatoes, Corn, Eggs, 
Peanuts, Carrots and Broccoli 

Tools are crucial to your success and there are plenty to choose 
from and aim for. They include the axe, which you get at the 
beginning of the game in your 
tool shed and use to chop tree 
stumps. Then there’s the 
hammer to smash large rocks 
and fences, and the hoe to 
plough the fields and plant 
seeds. Also there’s a sickle which 
is used to cut tall grass. Later on 
you can find the umbrella to 
make it rain the next day! 

When you start a new game, choose a girl and 
name her something starting with a heart. Do the 
same with a cat, and you start with one bag of 

The story is simple. After 
inheriting a farm from an 
ancestor, you have to take 
over the run-down old 
dump and turn it into a 
super-duper modern ranch. 
Firstly, you've got to choose 
whether to be male or 
female, before deciding on 

No sign of 
Giles in this 
Farmer 
sim... 

your pet (dog or cat). Then 
it's into the, erm, 'action'. 
Your task is to clear out the 
fields, sow seeds and 
generally spruce up your 
humble farm. So you start 
by planting crops, with a 
large variety to choose 
from, including broccoli and 
potato. Once you've got 

reading, you may well have 
the ability and patience to 
get the most out of Harvest 
Moon. This re-release leaves 
you no excuse not to 
sample some of the most 
in-depth gaming on your 
Came Boy. 

some grown, you then need 
to feed your animals, who 
need some serious care and 
attention. Look after them 
and they can then be sold to 
buy more seeds and tools. 
Starting with only a few 
coins, the odd tool and your 
pet, it takes time for things 
to improve. Persevere and 
you're soon rearing animals 
and increasing your harvest 
yield. You have to do lots of 
time-keeping (ie. checking 
on crops), especially as your 
spirit ancestor checks up on 
you every winter. If you 
think this all sounds like an 
odd (and potentially dull) 
idea for game, you're 
probably right, but 

If you like your action 
fast and furious, STOP 
RIGHT THERE. Simply 
take a deep breath 

and turn to another page. 
Right then, if you’re still 
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Wotx 
Where... 
The Map Screen allows you 
to visit the following 
locations: 

Flower Shop for seed 

Juice Bar 

3 Carpenter for materials, 

4 Tool Shop 

3 Restaurant 

C Animal Shop. 

i ilQTVZ 
Q J VR VV ■ ^ in-depth gameplay 

Cute graphics 

downer/ 
Slow Pace 

Annoying Choonz 

Not for everyone 

/uMMory 
Harvest Moon is a long¬ 
term gaming treat, with 
plenty to do and lots to 
work through. 

surprisingly, it all works. 
Things get engrossing, and 
before long you’re thinking 
like a farmer (get oorrf myy 
laaand!). 

oo-Arrrgh... 
Ultimately, how deep you 
get into the game is up to 
you. Players can tinker 
around the edges, doing 
the bare minimum to get 
by. Or they can 
methodically work through 
the seasons, rearing animals 
and uncovering all the 
secret goodies. Basically, 
you reap what you sow 
(sorry). 
The graphics are now in 
full colour, and though 
wonderfully detailed, are 

predominantly white. In a 
nice touch, they only 
change gradually between 
the seasons, making it far 
more realistic. 
Harvest Moon is a totally 
unique Game Boy game, but 
it's not for everyone. If you 
like your action fast, furious 
and fast, don't bother. But 

you fancy a truly different 
style of game, with a slow 
but compelling pace that 
really rewards your efforts, 
Harvest Moon is for you. 
qrreg hoW/oN 

often differing shades of 
brown. Thankfully the 
colours change with the 
seasons, so winter is 

WINNIE THE POOH 
ADVENTURES IN THE 100 ACRE WOOD 
Will this get you bouncing? 

Winnie the 
Pooh on the 
Game Boy? 
Surely just an 

opportunity for the 
publisher to make money 
from a big-name Disney 
character? Surprisingly, this 
really isn't the case. For 
starters, the game 
designers have certainly 
done their homework. All of 
the main characters are 

there, and you can even 
choose which one you want 
to play as. Many of the 
game's mini-adventures tie 
in with the original Winnie 
the Pooh stories. Within the 
first ten minutes of playing 
I already had to make 
Rabbit find other characters 
to rescue Pooh from his 
doorway after eating too 
much honey, rescue Piglet 
from the flood and try to 

lose Tigger in 
the 100-acre 
wood. 
The game 
environment 
expands as 
you play, and 
there are 
loads of great 
mini-games to 
play, like 
catching acorns, fishing 
and hunting for honey. 
And you collect reward 
cards as you play to help 

you later in the 
game. The 

graphics are fab 
too - Pooh 
even bumbles 
along as you 
would expect 
him to. 
This is a 
brilliant game 

that kept me 
amused for hours - and 

not just because I'm a huge 
Pooh fan! 
KareN Wyatt 

doWMer/ 

Some repetition 

SuMMary 
A must-have for any 
self-respecting Winnie 
the Pooh fan. 
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Double-tap in the direction you're running to 
make your player sprint. This is good for getting 
the jump on players down the wing, and crossing 
the ball in for a header or volley._ 

We find out.. 

knew Kevin Keegan 
had lost it before that 
German World Cup 
Qualifier. I mean, the 

papers said he hadn’t even 
named his team the day 
before the match. Which is 
odd - l thought it was 
called ’England’! So, will ISS 
2000 do a Keegan and lose 
it before the match starts, 
or is it going all the way to 
the World Cup? 
In Issue Four, we reviewed 
what is possibly the best 
GBC footy game ever. But 
whereas O'Leary Manager 
2000 is the Man U of GBC 
footy games. ISS 2000 is no 
more than a Tottenham 
Hotspur. What it does, it 

Tactics 
One of the best things 
about International 
Superstar Soccer 2000 is 
that you can set your team 
tactics from a choice of 
six basic options. These 
are Offensive, Defensive, 
Centre Attack, Side Attack, 
Counter Attack and 
Offside Trap. Each option 
comes with a little 
diagram that shows 
exactly how each tactic 
works, which is handy for 
those of you who aren't 
budding football 
managers. 

yourself a few crosses in, 
things become a little more 
fun. ISS 2000 never 
becomes addictive, though, 
and although it’s a good 
laugh once you get to grips 
with it, it’s never gonna 
knock the O'Leary team 
from the top spot. 
/aul treWerh 

does well, but it lacks any 
kind of flair. Still, from 
the start you know 
this is an ISS 
game, with 
options from 
the usual 
game type 
(Open, 
International 
Cup, Mini 
League, Mini 
Tournament, 
Penalty Kick) 
to game 
settings that 
include rule 
types, half length 
and skill level. 

m 
Once you've chosen 
what type of game you 
want, you get the 
choice of a whopping 48 
international teams 
spread through Europe, 
Asia and South America. 
Alas, as with any ISS game 
on any format, none of the 
players' names are real, 
but on this version no 
attempt has been made 
to make the fake names 
even sound like the real 
ones, l mean, who the 

hell are Son, 
Galia and Enke 
on the England 
team? As long as 
the match plays 
well, though, this 
shouldn't matter. 

Problem is, the 
matches don’t play 

very well, at least at 
first. The action isn't 
exactly smooth, and 
getting the ball from 

one end of the 
pitch to the 
other can be a 
real chore 

when you first start 
playing. This is partly to do 
with the fact that selecting 
players is impossible and 
the radar is about as useful 
as a chocolate teapot. Play 
for a while, though, and 
you find yourself adapting 
to the jerky playing 
method, and after you get 

Happy Vs Sad 
Before and during every match, you get to choose the members 
in your team, as every manager would. The best way to decide 
on who should play and who should sit on the bench is to look 
at the small ’face’ icons next to the players’ names. The colours 
and expressions on these 
little faces tell you 
how a player is j j ^ 
feeling, so if you f | | 1 / 001 
see a miserable I II 
face, substitute it, i h 
but happy faces J 
should stay. 

Choose 
Your 
Formation 

Unsurprisingly, unlike the 
PSX version, you don't get 
to tweak your formations 
once they're chosen, but 
you do have a choice of 
17 different formations 
to choose from. It 
actually makes a 
difference when playing 
too, so make sure that 
you think about the type 
of team your playing, 
then adjust your 
formation as you see fit. 

I ttOf fz 
upper/ 
Loads of options 

Good team set-up 

48 teams 

doWHer/ 
Hard to get into 

Jerky gameplay 

Boring graphics 

/uMMarr 
The boy ISS 2000 certainly 
done good, but it ain’t 
getting the Man of the 
Match award. 
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Sporting Events 
There are a total of 12 events in Summer Games, so the 
challenge looks good from the off Sadly, most of the events are 
pretty repetitive, and the Championship Mode only lets you do 
certain ones. Which is a bit smeg! 

Options 
There are three modes to 
play in Summer Games. 
Trial Mode starts with 
only six events, and the 
idea is to practice each 
event until you can get 
gold. Once you've done 
this, new events open. 
Championship Mode pulls 
out ten events and 
challenges you to compete 
in each, one after the 
other, with your results 
going on a points tally 
totalling for the end 
result. The final mode is 
Versus, which allows you to 
play against a friend 
through the link cable - 
the best way to play by far. 

| /COffZ 
H 

ftiternational Track & 
Field has been around 
for a few of years on 
different systems and 

under different guises. It 
makes perfect sense it 
should come to the Came 
Boy - even if the summer 
Games has been released 
almost in autumn. Doh! 
Summer Carnes looks cool. 
It’s simple to get into the 
game through its small 
selection of options 
screens, and the action 
kicks off pretty smartish 
with great presentation and 
without too much mucking 
around. The first event 
you’re likely to try out is 
the 100-Meter Dash. All you 

have to do is bash the A 
and B buttons as quickly as 
you can once the start gun 
sounds. The problem with 
doing this effectively on the 
Came Boy is that it's best 
done either with one 
swiping finger or with both 
hands - that's a problem for 
any hand-held system! 

podiuM place? 
Don’t get me wrong - I'm 
not saying Summer 
Carnes isn't playable. 
It features all the fun, 
sweat and elation of its 
successful predecessors, 
but when the machine’s 
shaking ten-to-the-dozen 
thanks to your frantic 
bashing, it’s sometimes 
hard to see what’s 
happening. Graphically, 
Summer Carnes is cool. Each 
event looks great, with a 
style in keeping with the 
original format. The colours 
are crisp, the animation is 
realistic and each event is 
explained in detail on one 

easy 
screen. 
Once all the 
events have 
been 
mastered, 
however 
(which could 
take as little 
as a day), 
Summer 
Carnes 
quickly loses 
its appeal. 
You can 
always try 
beating your 
personal bests, 
but beyond that 
and Versus 
Mode, your 
gaming is done. 

w/Wl 
bar*?/ 

upper/ 
Lots of fun events 

Colourful graphics 

Fun in two-player 

doWHer/ 
Hard on your Came Boy 

Hard on your fingers 

Quite short-lived 

/uMMchy 
Summer Games is fun and 
challenging, but it doesn't 
last as long as we'd like. 

Summer 
Games 

Here's a run-down of all 
12 Summer Games events, 
sport-pickers... 
100-Meter Dash 
Long Jump 
Fencing 
Javelin 
100-Meter Freestyle 
110-Meter Hurdles 
Vault 

Trap Shooting 
Table Tennis 
High Jump 

Weight Lifting 
Pole vault 
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>i ami 
power 

Nintendo 

NODDY AND THE 
:«i! I •7:vA r 

/uMMO'Y 
Noddy is a timeless 
icon, and the game is 
worthy of the legend 
(barf!)... 

doWNer/ 

Only for toddlers 

DAMAGE:. 
DN SALE:. 
WHO: .BBC I 
TYPE: .M 

QAMlbW 
REMOVE* W 

! /coftz 
upper/ 
Colourful 

Great graphics 

Kids will love it 

surprised you got this far 
into the review), but if 
you’re looking for a pressie 
for a toddler, go for it... 
IQH o/borNe 

Can you get Noddy to the party 
in time, do you care anyway? Okay, let's not get 

cynical. Noddy is 
basic, easy and 
hardly taxes the 

gamer, but it’s aimed at kids 
- I mean very young kids, 
aged three and up. And as 
such, it’s not bad at all. 
Noddy and the Birthday 
Party is basically a series of 
sub-games where you do 

favours for the residents of 
Toytown in return for 
sixpencees to save towards 
Big Ears' birthday cake. The 
collecting is via very simple 
platform or fly-around 
gaming, but it’s colourful, 
bold and ideal for the very 
young. If you're old enough 
to read this, it's probably 
not for you (and frankly I'm 

/ 

,swoo 
TOOBH»N.t«T »7 ** 
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Ride ‘em, Bike Boy 
You get a choice of six pro riders in Jeremy McGrath Supercross 
2000, all with their own stats for speed, acceleration and 
traction. Anyone ever heard of 'em? Thought not... 

First things first. A 
curse on the geezer 
who came up with 
the colour scheme 

for this one. In fact, I hope 
he gets stuck in the lavatory 
while the people next door 
play Spice Girls CDs at full 
blast. All day long. It’s 
terrible - the colours are so 
bright it looks like they were 

The still levels in Jeremy 
McGrath are set by the 
bike's engine size. The more 
powerful the machine, the 
harder it is to handle. 

and eating dirt. 
If this game's visuals and 
sonics were as good as its 
gameplay, it would be Da 
Bomb, but at least it got its 

priorities right. So what if 
the bikes look like they’re 
made of LEGO? it plays like 
a dream... 
i<3N o/borNe 

Can this two-wheeled racer 
snatch the chequered flag? 
drawn with a box of crayons, 
and offer none of the rough- 
and-tumble grittiness of the 
real-life sport. The engine 
noises are pretty dire too, 
sounding like a vacuum 
cleaner that’s just sucked up 
a swarm of bees, but the 
music’s okay-ish. 
At this point, you’re 
probably checking the 
bottom-right corner of the 
page, wondering if that 85% 
mark is a smeg-up on our 
part. It isn’t. Jeremy 
McGrath Supercross 2000 
has that all-important factor 
that transcends the 
graphics and the sound. 
And that's GAMEPLAY! 

eettiN* dirty... 
Think of Jeremy McGrath 
Supercross 2000 as a kinda 
TOCA on two wheels. It’s 
got the same overhead-but- 
at-an-angle perspective, the 
same edge-of-your-seat 

controls and most of all, the 
same heart-in-mouth action. 
It's tremendous! As the pack 
scream away, you know 
you’re in for a rough ride. 
At first it’s harder than a 
hell’s angel with a baseball 
bat, but as you get the feel 
for the course and the 
bike's handling, you learn 
how to find the fastest 
route through the corners 
and the safest paths over 
the jumps. Safety is indeed 
a prime concern - smash 
into the tracksides and 
you're over the handlebars 

n entering the 

JEREMY MCGRATH 
fUPEFtROff 2000 

Wotx 
Where... 

You can jump over or 
steer around the logs. 

Your race position - 
replaced by the lap 
number as you cross 
the start/finish line. 

Careful not to hit this 
trackside bank - you 
could come off. 

i /corfz 
H 

upper/ 
Great gameplay 

Fast action 

Heart-stoppin’ racing 

doWNer/ 
Sound 

Over-colourful graphics 

/uMMary 
Plays a zillion times 
better than it looks. 
Recommended. 
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poW*r 

/ Don’t split the reds too 
much at the start - it 
leaves the table open for 
your opponent. 

PLAYER 1 

PLACE CUE BALL 

motion of the ball has to be 
accurate or you soon give 
up trying. Thankfully, the 
balls here move fairly 
realistically, despite the odd 
occasion where they 
rebound madly off the 
cushion or slow up when 
you least expect it. 

right ON cue 
Okay, it may not look as 
fancy as the Crucible, but 
the graphics are very clean, 
if a little basic and hard to 
see at times. The colours 
can be quite difficult to 
make out on the screen, 
which, as you can imagine 
is not good for a snooker 
game. The sound is varied, 
with rather annoying 
choonz, but some decent 
Americanised vocal 
samples. The game even 
has a bit of a Jimmy 
attitude; when you've 
played your shot, you’re 
told to wait for the master 
at work’. Ahem. 
Your opponents range from 
Broke Ben and Suzy Cue to 
the rather more formidable 

^ PATIENCE 

™ MASTER AT VORK W 

FOULf 
SCRATCH 

Wot* 
Where... 
I Power bar. 

1 Use this to adjust top 
and back spin. 

3 The cue ball. 

ig Your current score. 

Pool 
Rulez 

whoever 
pockets first chooses 
either stripes or 
solids. The aim is to 

Jimmy White himself. Of 
course, like any sports 
game, challenging your 
mate is the best way to 
play, and here you take 
your shot before handing 
the Game Boy over to your 
opponent. 
There are some problems 
with colours and motion, 
but Jimmy White's Cueball is 
one of the best 
snooker/pool games you 
can get. Sorted! 

now/om 

A whirlwind of a pool game. 
Greg chalks his cue... 

Poor old Jimmy - 
bless 'im - has 
never been the 
most successful 

snooker player. He's picked 
up the odd trophy here 
and there, but has never 
troubled the winning 
dullards like Davis and 
Hendry. Of course, that's 
why we all love him. Old 
Whirlwind’, as he’s 

nicknamed, plays with flair 
and passion, making him 
the ideal man for a bout of 
Game Boy snooker. 
Actually, there's more here 
than just snooker. You can 
also play both eight- and 
nine-ball pool if you fancy a 
speedier game. 
Boring as physics is, the 

pocket all seven of 
either before potting FOUL! 
the winning 8-ball. on ball not hit first 

Nine balls 
numbered one to nine are racked in a diamond shape, with one 
at front and the nine-ball in the centre. You then start potting, 
but you have to hit the lowest-numbered ball each time. The 
winner is the one who pots the nine-ball after all the other balls 
have been sunk. Good luck! 

I Kortr 
H 

upper/ 

Easy to pick up 

Two-player is fun 

Cute graphics 

doWN?r/ 
Colours hard to see 

Can be fiddly 

More fun in real life 

SuMMO'Y 
Jimmy White's plays a 
mean game of pool amt 
snooker. Plenty for fans of 
the green table to enjoy. 
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By tapping ‘B’ really quickly after jumping, Tweel 
can fly through the air. if you keep tapping, you 
ran stay lust as high, so enemies can be avoided 
easily and half the level can 

CTwe e -fcy] 
Abound -the wo 
while collect 
cat p aw Pfint 

“I tought I taw a putty tat!” 
Russell investigates... 
Training is thorough, if a 
little long-winded, but it 
makes it quite obvious 
(before you even start the 
game properly) that 
Tweety's High-Flying 
Adventure is really aimed at 
younger kids. The controls 
are ultra-simple and the 

learning curve is very 
flat - just right 
for callus-free 
thumbs! 

The idea here is 
/ to travel around 

k 7K the world in 80 
I f days, collecting 
f 80 paw prints 

as you go to 
help stop 

Tweety’s local 
/ h park from closing 
L/ down (go figure). 
I There are eight 
k different countries to 
^ explore (call that a 

world tour!?), each 
with suitable 
enemies 

This platformer 
looks promising. 
The intro 
story is well 

presented, with 
familiar characters 
and good 
humour. The 
option screen V 
shows the game 
caters for two nr* 
players, a \ A 
Training Mode is 
included and you 
can save and U 
continue your 
adventure 
whenever 
you like. 

and backgrounds. 
Unfortunately, there's 
always something that 
remains the same 
throughout the game - the 
repetitive gameplay. Okay, 
so we weren’t expecting 
four games in one, but a bit 
of variety is needed, it 
wouldn't be so bad if things 
weren't so basic and dull to 
start with, but after 
completing the first county 
it's unlikely you'll have the 
motivation to carry on. 

canary caper/ 
There are 15 different items 
available throughout the 
game, and each can get rid 
of an enemy or help Tweety 
out in one way or another, 
but thanks to basic graphics 
and a serious lack of 

imagination, there's very 
little difference between 
one weapon to the next 
(they're all either missiles or 
mines). The same goes for 
the various enemies you 
encounter too. Zzz... 
If you're really after a 
platform game this month, 
check out Jungle Book 
instead. The graphics are 
loads better, the gameplay's 
more fun and there's a real 
challenge to sink your teeth 
into. Bog off Tweety, you're 
about as much fun as 
geography! 
ru//fU borne/ 

TWEETY'S HIGH 
NinitcodgL 

' GAME BOY 

senovekRu- tap Those Baddies! 
There are no less that 15 different items to discover in the 
game. Most of them are weapons to take out baddies, and 
others are for saving and replenishing health. Simply pick the 
item you want from the inventory screen then use it on those 
baddies to teach them a lesson! 

Wot* 
Where 

Tweety can push 
objects. Push them off 
ledges and bounce them 
off a baddie to kill. 

Your energy. Don't lose 
heart... 

The number of prints 
you've collected on this 
level. 

Current weapon and 
quantity remaining. 

Your around-the-world journey takes you to eight territories: 
Paris Watch out for the choping flowers! 
Venice: Careful you don't fall in the canals! 
Egypt: Beware of the mummy! 
Africa: Dark and mysterious... 
Yokohoma: Use the pipes on the ship to 
get around. 
Australia: Waltzin' Matilda down under. 
San Francisc- California dreamin' 
Las Vegas: Bright lights, big city... 

t UPP*" 
^ mr V for tots 

Easy to play 

doWNer/ 
Too easy! 

Repetitive 

Boring 

/uMMa'Y 
There's just not enough 
here to keep any platform 
fan happy for long. 
Boring! 

1 
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This is a blaster 
from the old 
school, an eight- 
level no-nonsense 

retro romp through alien- 
infested territory, a 
vertically-scrolling shooter 
which throws you into one 
hell of a firefight. Look out 
for mid- and end-of-level 
bosses, power-ups and 
everything else you would 
expect, including great 
gameplay. 

There are some fine ideas 
here. The power-ups allow 
you to switch between five 
weapons. Collect the 
weapon you already own 
and you improve it through 
three levels. If you die, you 
only lose ONE power-up 
level. Hurrah - too many 
games let you build your 
sluggish peashooter into a 
sleek machine, only to take 
you all the way back again 
when you die. The weapons 
offer variety, and their 
strengths and weaknesses 
make battling the baddies a 
tactical fight too. 

Sees*) 

K^rbaaaNg! 
Unfortunately it’s cursed 
with some smeggy flaws 
which should've been shot 
down in flames. Because of 
its small screen and sheer 

Awmv 

speed, it's often hard to see 
the bullets. The foes take 
too many hits before dying 
too, meaning it's often 
easier to avoid 'em than to 
fight. Or you can rely on 
your armour and pitch in 
with brute force, taking 
shots as you deal 'em. 
Neither tactic is satisfying - 
if both you and the aliens 
had less armour, the edge- 

of-your-seat action would 
be improved. It's a cool 
game overall, though, and 
clearly shows how a classic 
gamestyle can be revisited 
and still impress. 
■a* o/borHC 

At the end of every stage, there's a boss baddie. Quelle surprise 

-scan- 

Weapons of War 
Wot* 
Where 

Collecting power-ups increases your firepower. There are five 

different weapons to collect and build. 

Palling Flame 
This flamethrower-like weapon 
is perfect for eliminating large 

waves of enemies. The longer 

you hold down the fire button, 

the shorter its range becomes. 

Ships Remaining 

Weapon Power 

Armour strength 

Bombs available 

Score 

Your craft Laser 
This is the default weapon, but 

it still packs a powerful punch 

when powered up. 

Missile 
This is the most damaging 

weapon; its only drawback is its 

poor rate of fire. 

Sinus 
Destroys ships with its 

interlacing rings. When at full 

power, it's hard to beat. 

Sonic 
Weapon of mass destruction when 

powered up. Has the best 

coverage of any weapon available. 

/uMMa'Y 
Project S-11 is good, but 
not great. There's just too 
much going on for the 
small screen. 

r. * 
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VAMPIRE SLAYER 

SuMMory 
A polished and capable 
fighter. Tough, slick 
and action-packed. 

doWK^/ 

Only one foe at a time 

No Run function 

Wot* 
Where... 
I Your foe 

/ Mmm, Buffy 

3 BHuffy's energy 

4 Enemy's energy 

3 Power-ups 

On the small screen she's drop-dead gorgeous, 
but can Buffg charm on the Game Bog Color? 

Beautiful 
Buffy 

she Sarah Michelle Cellar - 
can’t act, but she’s 
sooooooo gorgeous... 

show, including the 
Sunnydale Mall, Buffy’s 
dorm, the cemetery and 
more. You meet a variety 
of humanoid undead-types 
on your travels, and 
thankfully it takes 
different tactics to topple 
'em. Some you close down 
and punch to death, some 
you fight on the move, 
some you take out from 
behind your guard, but 
don't expect the same 
strategy to work for all 
monsters. You only ever 
fight one foe at a time, 
which is a bit smeg, but 
it's tough enough to keep 
you interested. 
The controls are instinctive 
after a while, packing a 

neat package of moves 
onto the GBC’s two 
buttons, though it's crying 
out for a Run function. Also, 
you can't pick up the 
objects lying around unless 
there’s a monster on the 
screen, and there's seldom 
time to grab it when there 
is. This is a small point, 
though. The weapons are 
only a small part of the 
game anyway. 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer is 
a beat-'em-up with brains, a 

tribute to how 
sophisticated a game can be 
on the small screen. In this 
respect, it's just the 
opposite of the TV show. 

laN o/borNe 

I’ll say this for the 
Buffy the vampire 
Slayer TV show - it's 
incredibly slick. Okay, 

the storylines are pretty 
poor and the acting is; well, 
let’s just say its stars have 
no need to keep Oscar night 
free. Even so. people tune 
in by the thousand. 
It's much the same story 

with the game. The 
storyline s only advanced 
during between-action 
conversations, which is very 
true to the show. Hardly a 
problem in a beat-'em-up, 
though. The acting' - there 
isn’t any really, just voice 
bubbles and cartoon 
frames, well, what did you 
expect? FMV? The beautiful 
Buffy looks amazing when 
on the move, and that’s 

the most important thing 
- for the game and the 

v show. 

WorK. 
Enough TV 
comparisons. 
How does it 
play? if you 
like your 
Double 
Dragon- 
style 
scrolling 
fighters, 
you'll love 
Buffy the 
Vampire 
Slayer, it’s 
incredibly 
slick, action 
packed and 
very well 
animated. 
Controlling 

j Buffy (of 
course), 
you march 
through 13 
areas taken 
from the TV 

upper/ 
Slick animation 

Fights sophisticated 

Good graphics 
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To defeat the first boss (the bear), 
jump on the branch above a hive to 
make honey fall into his path. When 
he eats enough, he falls asleep. 

In the crowded world of 6BC 
platformers, can Donald Duck 
quack it? It's enough to drive 

you quackers. Plug in 
Donald Duck, switch 
on your Came Boy 

and within seconds you're 
gasping at the visual 
delights on offer. Just take 
a look at the screenshots. 
The graphics are a 
real treat, with rich 
shadings, fine ,«P 
details and 
intelligent use of 
colours. Every level 
creates a beautiful, J 
believable world, filled j 
with outstanding > 
enemies and chipper 

chums. It's incredible the 
amount of detail Disney has 
packed into such small 
creatures. I mean, look at 
Donald... 
When you’ve finished 
gasping at the graphics, you 
spend the next minute 
ahhh-ing at the animations. 
They're as tight as a duck's 

I bottom, and that's 
1 watertight. Donald moves 

and leaps so fluidly he 
^ looks like he’s in one of 
H,. his cartoons, not a 

Came Boy game. 
jf Somewhere around 

now, you notice the sonics 
too. Excellent choonz which 
give the impression of two 
channels, and spot-on spot 
effects. 

Alas, after five minutes the 
game’s major flaw becomes 
all-too apparent. There's 
hardly any gameplay in 
there. Jump on a platform, 
collect a few tokens, jump 
to the next platform, 
bounce on a baddie s head, 
drop onto the next platform 

and realise you've seen this 
sooooo many times before. 
It's almost as if they were 
struggling to cover every 
platform cliche without 
ever making the game 

exciting. However 
brilliant the worlds are, 
if the levels they contain 
are so devoid of passion 
and flair, the game just 

won't work 
If this was a movie, it would 
be Steven Speilberg filming 
his dog playing with a 
beach ball in his back 
garden. Visually slick and 
technically brilliant, but the 
content just isn't there. 

iCH o/borMe 

poW*r 

Wot* 
WhW 

Grab this to power up - 
Donald goes into a mad 
frenzy! 

The usual, bog-standard 
tokens to collect. 

Your lives. 

Although small, Donald 
and his foes look great 
and animate brilliantly. 

The number of tokens 
you've collected. Guess 
what happens if you 
get 100? 

The Bear Essentials 
This overgrown 
teddy bear is 
the first end- 
of-level boss 
baddie. Check 
out our Top Tip 
for a handy 
hint on how 
you can deal 
with him... 

r 

Eye Candy 
The worlds are blisteringly well drawn, full of rich, detailed 
graphical touches. It's a pity the level design doesn't come up to 
the same high standard. 

doWker/ 

Erm, the gameplay 

/uMMchy 
Blistering presentation, 
mediocre gameplay. This is 
becoming par for the 
course for Disney releases. 
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Gadget’s Gadgets 

In For a Swim 
The inspector's niece, 
Penny, is the only one of 
the trio who can swim. 
You need to use her 
abilities all the time to 
reach secret areas and 
find loads of bonus items 
- there's soooooo much 
water to explore in the 
game. 

The animations on the inspector's gadgets are usually really 
cool. Check out his spring-loaded legs and inflatable jacket in 
these screenshots. Don't be fooled, though; that inflatable 
jacket won't let you swim, you just bumble about in the water, 
much like the Inspector does most of the time anyway. 

After slipping on a 
banana skin (as 
you do), airhead 
cop John Brown 

had a near-fatal fall. He was 
rebuilt by top scientists, 
and became inspector 
Gadget, a super-human 
with one flaw - he’s 
clumsier than your dad 
after ten pints on New 
Year's Eve. And now, after 
years of crazy adventures in 

loaded helicopter his Spring feet. a in 
world hat the What and clue not in a a 

Inspector Gadget makes hero great 
cartoons (and one movie), 
the clumsy half man, half 
robot half-wit is finally 
making his way to the 
Game Boy Color. Lucky for 
you, the people who've 
programmed the game 
aren’t half as senseless as 
our gadget-laden hero. 

90 90 9<ld9ft 
He may be a buffoon, but 
for some reason Inspector 
Gadget always seems to win 
in the end. Well, I say some 
reason, but it's usually 
down to the inspector's 
schoolgirl sleuth niece, 
Penny, and her sidekick, the 
mischievous dog, Brain. 
These two are always 
helping out our hapless 
hero, although he never 
knows they're even there. 
Which means not only do 
you get to play as the 
clumsy detective, but you 
can also choose to play as 

say the first level involves 
cannibal cacti and exploding 
chewing gum. Hmmm. 
As well as having great 
characters, cool levels and 
lots of crazy goings-on, 
Inspector Gadget also looks 
pretty cool. The graphics are 
bright and all of the baddies, 
especially Claws henchmen, 
look the absolute biz. And 
with over 20 trap-filled, 
puzzle- laden and action- 
packed levels to get through 
before defeating Dr Claw, 
inspector Gadget also takes 
you an age to complete. Top 
stuff, then; I wonder if the 
programmers had any help 
from Penny and Brain? Go, 
Gadget, go... 
/aui treWe'H 

his two unseen helpers. In 
fact, throughout the game 
you have to keep swapping 
between all three of the 
characters in order to get 
through some of the tricky 
platform-based levels. For 
instance, Brain can jump 
twice as high as Penny or 
the Inspector, so if you 
reach a brick wall, select 
him to jump over. Penny is 
the only one who can swim, 
and the inspector has the 
ace up his sleeve, in the 
form of his amazing array 
of high-tech, weird, wacky 
and wicked gadgets. 
Everything from a wooden 
mallet and helicopter rotors 
that extend from his hat to 
automatic roller-skates, net 
guns and more are at your 
disposal to help you in your 
quest. Which, of course, is a 
fight against the evil Dr 
Claw. We won't give too 
much away, but let’s just 

There's so many tricky bits 
to overcome in the game: 

Brain has to stand on 
the platform to the 
right. 

A flashing platform 
that shows you the lift. 

The lift, which can't be 
seen until you stand on 
platform. Takes you to 
next part of the level. 

One of Dr Claw's 
henchmen. Nasty piece 

I /cow upper/ doWKer/ /uMMdrr 
Inspector Gadget - he rocks! if you don't like puzzles, stay away A top cartoon and a top 

Lots of platform antics Can be fiddly changing characters 
fi edGBCgame. 

Top graphics Too much blind jumping 
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The numero uno card game? 

left with scores against you. 
Uno's a fantastic card game 
to play with friends and 
family, and on the Game 
Boy it's still great fun 
playing the computer 
opponents. There’s three 

themed bonus decks based 
on the Wild West, Outer 
Space and Groovy, in case 
you get bored with the 
standard cards. I don't care It's a simple concept. 

Put down a card and 
the next player must 

match its colour or number. 
Certain wild cards force one 
or all of your foes to pick 
up two or four cards, 
reverse the direction of play 
or change the colour 
currently being used. First 
one to get rid of his hand 
wins, and whatever you're 

Dd11 vjp 

WmM 

f: [ Ifi 

what anyone says - I like it! 
laN o/borMt* 

cards until you 
can't play 
anything else. 

On the Move... 
The game offers animations when a player is forced to pick up 
cards. They're fun for a while, and can be turned off when they 
get annoying. Which is just as well, really... 

The ancient boardgame hits 
the smallest screen... 

making it ideal material for 
a videogame - now you can 
play against a range of 
Game Boy opponents as 
well as your mates. 
Three modes of play are on 
offer here - Tournament, 
Free and Vs. There’s six 
difficulty levels, so unless 
you're a blinding 
backgammon maestro, 
you're bound to find a level 
to suit. You can play against 
another human being on 
the GBC if you wish, but 
why bother? Just use a 

known to man, dating back 
to Roman times. It's also 
spectacularly cerebral, 

elieve it or not, 
backgammon is the 
oldest boardgame 

backgammon board. It's 
against the Al opponents 
that this game shines, and 
shine it does. 

•oh o/borne 

doWHer/ SuMMa'Y 
A great card game 
makes a very credible 
move to the Came Boy. 

upper/ 
Family fun 

Good Al 

Multiple decks 

Ifi 
25 

m 

ml 
won 1 P 

k_»'»r»V v<> ^ 

upper/ 
Good Al opponents 

Classic game 

doWNer/ 

Graphics not too sweet 

SuMMarY 
No surprises here, but 
a quality board-basher 
nonetheless. 
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Who'd have 
believed it? 
Who'd have 
thought the 

original Batman would hang 
up his cape and retire, 
handing his tights and bat- 
mask to his nephew Terry 
(hope he washed them 

first)? That’s the premise 
behind Batman of the 
Future, Warner Brothers' 
new animated cartoon 
series. Bruce Wayne is still 
on the scene, offering 
helpful advice and 
information from the bat- 
cave (and very distinguished 
he looks too, with his grey 
locks and smart suit), but 
it's Terry who gets his hands 
dirty in the field. 
In Batman of the Future: 
Return of the Joker he gets 
his hands very dirty. Wayne's 
old sparring partner is up to 
something, with a new hi- 
tech team of henchmen 
(look out for the thugs with 

animal s heads spliced onto 
their bodies) and his eyes on 
some hi-tech equipment. As 
Batman (of course) you 
must wipe the smile off his 
face by battering his band of 
baddies and then beating 
their boss. 

not up or down, it can be 
tricky to keep your foe in 
front of you, but this was 
pretty inevitable. Although 
the basic baddies are a little 
samey, there are some 
wonderful mid- and end-of- 
level bosses, and the 
terrains add a whole new 
dimension to the battles. 
You may have fought 
hyena-head a dozen times, 

As a fighter, the game 
works extremely well. The 
fighting isn't as 
sophisticated as in Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer, but you can 
face several foes at once 
and also walk into and out 
of the screen, adding depth 
in other areas. As Batman 
can punch right and left but 

but how do you cope when 
your back's against a 
health-draining spurt of 
steam? Throw in an exciting 
plot that unfolds in cartoon 
cut scenes and incredible 
graphics and animations, 
and you’ve got one of the 
best scrolling beat-'em-ups 
on the Came Boy. 
iQH o/borMe 

Bat-Gadgets 
Press Select and you can swap between your trusty bat-gadgets 
collected during the game. These include weapons, shields and 
even hover boots! You can see 
your current password here at [Hi 
any time during play, which is L J 
useful, it also means the QS|§^ f'^ 
game’s never interrupted by a L#lk/ /A) 
password screen, reminding , n 
you you're playing a game and ITe':: 
preventing you from losing 
yourself in the action. 

GAMIW* 

Wot* 
Where nephew return 

but do we wan 
him? Let’s 
investigate... 

Trust Batman to Keep all his 
trusty Bat-info around him. 
Here’s inhere to find it... 
I Bat-lives remaining. 

1 Current bat-item and 
the number of them in 
your possession. 

J Your bat-health. 

4 The enemy's health bar. 

in Batman of the Future you 
can trash the scenery, 
sometimes finding goodies. 
Destroying control consoles is 
sometimes necessary too. 

doWNtr/ 

t — I] i 
Hi 
HB 
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THE JUNGLE BOOK 
MOWCU'f WILD ADVENTURE 
Thirty-three years on, can 
the Game Boy recreate the 
Disney Classic? 

The Jungle Book's a classic 
in the platform stakes - 
iiief rinn't ovnorf an oacv 

doWNer/ 
Gets tricky quickly 

Hard on batteries 

That's about it... 
I /COW 

upper/ 
Top graphics 

Easy controls 

Challenging 

to take it head and 
shoulders above the run-of- 
the-mill platform slop we’ve 
seen recently. 
Playing the part of Mowgli, 
it’s your task to jump and 
duck your way around five 
massive, multi-level jungle 
areas, meeting up with all 
the characters from the 
film in your quest to escape 
the evil clutches of Shere 
Khan. You know you're in 
for treat when the opening 
sequence kicks in, featuring 
some amazing quality 
snippets from the film. The 
music is nicely recreated for 
extra atmosphere too, and 
the quality of the graphics 
isn't far short of the film, 
with cool animation and 

t some points during the 
ame, you come across these 
jte little uuild boar. They help 
)u to reach really high 
latforms by jumping on their 
it tummies, but first you have 
) lure them into position by 
irowing some food on the 
dor in the right place! Then 
:'s up, up and auvay! 

Ml* °t 
/WSHW/... 
There's lots to 
discover on your 
adventure, and 
lots of skills to 

learn as you go. Try 
throwing some bananas on 
the floor to lure the snake 
away from the platform you 
want to reach, then quickly 
run and jump to safety 
before it comes back - 
excellent! Even from about 
the third level of the first 
area, things start getting 
tricky. It’s lucky the game 
uses an easy password 
system to save your 
progress. There’s no way 
you could play through the 

game in one sitting as it 
gets really tough, but 

' your batteries wouldn't 
last that long anyway! 

tu//?ll barne/ 

responsive, easy-to-handle 
controls. Mowgli can jump, 
duck, throw items, use 
switches and even 
hang onto 
platforms in true 
Lara style to aid 
his progress. 
The levels are 
beautifully detailed 
and all your 
friends and 
foes blend into 
the mix perfectly - 
cool! 

wot* 
WhW... 

Mowgli (you). 

Baddie. 

Health remaining. 

Action button. 

Can you believe that 
none of us were 
born when The 
Jungle Book first 

appeared?! The film's one of 
Came Boy Power's favourite 
Disney flicks, and it looks 
like the game, out in 
November, will be one of 
our fave games, at least 
until Ubi Soft do it again! 
You can't beat a good 
platform game, but don't 
be expecting another Mario 
clone here - The Jungle 
Book uses 
some really 
cool tricks fil 

Bouncing Pumba! 
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Taking out the balloons 
on the edges of the 
cloud first makes it 
descend slower. review/ 

The Boyz 
tatte 

You've several characters 
on offer, all with their 
own movement and 
shooting speeds. Pick one 
that suits. 

Wotz 
Where... 

TWO COPIES OF POP N' 
POP MUST BE WONI 

Now you know just how good Pop n' Pop is, we bet you'd love to 
win one, and you can - we have two to give away. To stand a 
chance of winning, just answer this simple question: 

Pop n' Pop features 
characters from which 
famous videogame? 

Answers on a postcard to: 
Take a Pop Competition, Game Boy 
Power, 22 Strand Street, 
Poole, Dorset BHia 1SB 

Entries which arrive after 10th December will be packed into hydrogen 
balloons and popped. 

Match three balloons to 
make them pop. Clear 
the cloud before it 
reaches the ground. 

This end-of-level boss 
makes cloud fall faster. 

This is you. Rotate the 
balloons at whim before 
releasing them. 

Check here to see what 
balloons you get next. 

.op ri Pop has 
already wowed on 
other games 
machines. It's a 

puzzler that (for once) 
doesn't rip off Tetris. In 
fact, it's a little more like an 
upside-down Columns or Dr 
Mario but with a better 
level structure. 
Playing as one of the cute 
characters from Bubble 
Bobble, you move along the 
bottom of the screen 
carrying a couple of helium 
balloons. Burst the balloons 
hanging on the rapidly 

The boyz from Bubble Babble are back in a 
brilliant balloon-bustin' bonanza... 

Our only major complaint 
about Pop n' Pop is the 
missing Puzzle Mode which 
graced the PlayStation 
version. Here you had a set 
number of balloons offered 
in a specific order to clear 
the cloud. Nothing was left 
to chance - it was 100 levels 
of pure thinking. Had they 
included this instead of the 
two two-player modes, it 
would certainly be Da Bomb, 
but even without it, it’s a 
top game. If you like your 
puzzlers, buy it! 

idM o/DorMe 

descending cloud above you 
before they cross the red 
line, ending your game. 
Rotate the balloons you hold, 
then release them to float 
upwards and settle, groups 
of three similarly-coloured 
ones exploding with a 
pleasing pop. Balloons rise to 
fill gaps created by bursters, 
giving you the chance to 
make more threes. Some 
offer power-ups which might 
raise the cloud or give an 
extra life too. 

gogj pop! 
Pop n' Pop is a 
fantastic game. The 
levels are designed 
so cleverly you’re 

always on your toes looking 
for ways of chaining balloon 
bursts. If you fail, either by 
miscalculating while going 
for points or missing the 
target as you release your 
balloons, you always blame 
yourself not the game, and 
that's how it should be. The 
graphics are cute and 
colourful, though it's 
sometimes difficult to tell 
the difference between 
some of the balloon 

colours, especially 
those with power- 

ups, and for once 
the background 
music doesn't 
make you want to 

turn it off as soon 
as you hear it. 

i 



explore the whole of a level as 

waiting to ambush you, though. 

The classic Mega Drive platform romp 
makes a comeback, Game Boy style! 

you hit them! The only 
problem with the graphics 
isn’t about how they look 
(’cos they look wicked), it's 
about how they work. 
Often if you jump into an 
area that's got lots going 
on, the play might slow 
down or some characters 
might flicker or disappear. 
Still, this little problem 
doesn’t ruin the fun. Which 
is what Aladdin is all about. 
It's a fast-paced and action- 
packed platformer with 
plenty of swashbuckling, 
rope-climbing and boss¬ 
bashing action thrown in 
for good measure, and 
you'd be a fool to miss out 
on it. 
/aul treWerN 

determined to work it out, 
which means you're glued 
to this game for an 
absolute age! 

Jafar. All of the levels, 
spread over a massive eight 
areas, are brimming with 
traps, treasures and bad 
guys to duff up. That’s even 
before you've thought 
about finding your way to 
the exit. You see, although 
the levels themselves aren’t 

particularly huge, they're 
f designed in a way that 

has you pulling your hair 
» out. In a good way, 
V 'N though. Sometimes 

m l J vou can be P,aVip9 a 

W/y game that winds you 
l up and all you want to \do is smash your Game 

Boy to pieces and trade 
it in for a Neo Geo 

\ Pocket (well maybe 
not to that extent), 
but hitting a brick 

ir-1 wall in Aladdin just 
\ makes you more 

iaperr 
We've come to expect some 
top graphical japes from 
Disney, and Aladdin is no 
different. There’s a good 
variety in the scenery, with 
levels based in Agrabah 
market, the Sultan’s 
dungeon and the desert to 
name but a few, and the 
characters that inhabit 
these areas all look the 
nutz. Especially the sword¬ 
carrying guards whose 
trousers fall down when 

Disney games are 
usually all shine 
and no j 
substance, 4 

but this port of a classic * 
Mega Drive game , ^ 
from eight years / | 
ago cannot be / / if 
tarred (and \\p 
feathered) with the 
same old brush. For a 
start, there's j 
absolutely loads to 
do as you take 
control of Aladdin / 
on his quest to 
find the lamp and . 
defeat the evil 

power 

Wot* 
Where 

Nintendo? 

I Can you use this green 
awning to bounce? 

1 Maybe you could use 
bendy sticks to jump up? 

5 Collect the flute and 
you’re rewarded. 

ig Try smashing this pot, 
you might get a bonus. 

3 Watch out! Sometimes 
bad guys throw pots out 
of these windows. 

$ Aladdin's health, don’t 
let it get too low. 

J Treasure; collect as 
much as you can. 

6 Collect apples to throw 
at the enemy. Hope 
they're hungry. 

in the days of Aladdin, carpets /■ 
weren't just confined to sitting 4 
on the floor of your living 
room. Some of them had a life T 4 
of their own, and they could ^ ^ ^ •■111 
even fly. So no Aladdin game 
would be complete without a trip on a magic carpet. Luckily, 
then, one of the levels sees you making full use of one. Cool! 

doWNer/ 
It’s eight years old 

Annoying music 

uh, that's it! 

upper/ 
Superb graphics 

Highly addictive gameplay 

Easy to learn, fun to play 

I | 

K j n m 
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In atmosphere terms, 
this game gets 
everything right. The 
backgrounds are 

mean and moody, and 
entirely in keeping with the 
Batman cartoon series it's 
based on. The bat-like one 
moves well, his cape 
flowing as he sprints into 
battle, and the music’s 
pretty good at setting the 
scene too. You can't fault 
the game's visuals or sonics. 
Unfortunately, in gameplay 
terms, it gets everything 

wrong. The controls are 
incredibly sluggish, and 
never become instinctive. 
After you've died for the 
umpteenth time because 
you hit the B' button but 
Batface didn't jump in 
time, you just want to 
throw the cart into the 
nearest bat-bin. Right at 
the beginning there's a 
series of leaps across icy 
stepping stones that would 
be easy if the controls 
were up to scratch, but 
often send you to a watery 
death cos they’re not. 
First time you see them, 

you’ll 
probably 
just walk 
into the 
water 
anyway 
- it looks 
exactly like the smeggin' 
floor in the previous room. 
That's not the only time 
you get killed by 
something that looks 
totally innocent either. 
Frustrating or what? 

hoiv bat- 
9arbaof... 
Batman. Chaos in Gotham 
mixes platforming action' 
with beat-'em-up thrills', 
and gets neither right. One 
thing a platform game 
should never do is force the 
player to make leaps of 
faith, aiming for platforms 
he can't see. This one 

Do it in Style... 
There are a few stages which offer different styles to the standard 
platform fighter Check out the driving and flying sub-levels... 

\1 " J i 

111 

1— -I I 
,jj P~ 

makes you do 
exactly that. You 
can't even stand still and 
scroll the screen up and 
down with the D-Pad like 
you can in most 
platformers. It’s so 
claustrophobic it feels like 
the game was designed on 
a bigger screen and badly 
cut down for the Came Boy 
- maybe we should wait for 
the widescreen version. 
To cap it all, the fighting’s 
abysmal too. Just run into a 
foe and blast the A' button 
until he falls. Repeat until 
you reach the end. Some of 
them shoot you, but you 
can't even see their bullets. 
Smeg or what? 
if the gameplay was as 
good as the visuals and the 
controls as good as the 
sonics, this would be a bat- 
tastic cart. They aren’t, and 
this isn't, 
idh o/bor*r 

Wotx 
Where... 
I Currently-held weapon. 

/ Your energy and 

remaining lives. 

5 Batman. 

ig A baddie. 

I 

upper/ doWNer/ /uMMcpy 
Graphics 

Sound 

Dodgy fighting 

Poor platforming 

Terrible... 

Good graphics and 
sound, but bat-all else. SX 
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If you want to get across the city 
quickly, don't run; swing. Get to the 
top of a building, jump and throw a 
web and Keep swinging. Easy._ 

Nintendo* 

SPIDEV 

SPIDEY SPIDEY 

Wot* 
Where... 

Your energy bar. 

Your foe's energy bar. 

Lives remaining. 

End-of-level boss! 

MV spider-sense 
is tingling, but 
only 'cos this 
action-cum- 

platformer has incredibly 
fiddly controls. Still, having 
said this, Spider-Man has so 
many neat touches, action- 
packed moments, scary 
mutant creatures and cool 
colour graphics you still find 
yourself getting into the 
Marvel(lous) cartoon action 
at hand. 
In keeping with the comic¬ 

book feel, Spider-Man starts 
with and is jam-packed full 
of comic cut sequences that 
take the form of static 
pictures with the story text 
underneath. I'd have liked 
to have seen speech 
bubbles to make this even 
more authentic, but it 
works well enough as it is. 
At the start, you're ordered 
to go and take some 
pictures of an incident at Dr 
Connor's lab. When you get 
to the lab, you find he's 
gone. As Spider-Man, your 
task is to fight a host of well 
known Marvel mutants in 
your search for Dr Conner. 

MSS# 
Instead of consisting of 
loads of different areas that 
make up levels, Spider-Man 
gets an almost free run of 
the entire city as he 
completes his tasks and 

beats the mutant scum that 
get in his way. You can go in 
and out of the different 
areas (most of which are 
massive) as you please, so 
there's lots of exploring for 
you to do. Luckily, the 
graphics are up there with 
the best of them. But 
unlucky, the fighting you 
constantly have to go 
through is soooo fiddly. The 
controls just don't seem to 
fit the fights, and you end 
up just bashing the buttons 
in hope. Still, there are some 
extra moves and weapons to 
discover on the way. 
As many good points as 
Spider-Man has, it's slightly 
let down by that fiddly 
control system. Still, if it's 
an action-packed, comic¬ 
book-inspired platform 
romp you're after, you can 
do a lot worse than hook up 
with this web-slinger. 
/auL trtWer* 

SPIDER-MAN 
Saul cummers his 

arachijg^hobia and takes 
the role of Spider-Man. But 

is Activision’s new comic 
caper a web-slinger or 

web-stinker? 

DAMAGE: 

ON SALE: 

WHO: .. 

TYPE: . 

.£24.39 
.OUT NOW 

... .ACTIVISION 

.PLATFORM GAME 

The Bad 
Boyz... 
As well as the classic 
super villains you 

encounter, Spider-Man 
also has hordes of non¬ 
mutant enemies that 
need a spider-kicking all 
the same. These guys are 
the general meat-and- 
potatoes bad boyz you 
have to deal with almost 
constantly as you play 
the game. They include 
Led (carries a dangerous 
pipe), Bull (likes to 
charge at you), Starky (a 
nice line in knives), Ash 
(throws fire-bombs), 
Chain (very mysterious, 
you won't see him much) 
and Chi (an excellent 
martial artist). 

Web Slinging 
Spiderman has special web shooters attached to his wrists 
that fire a liquid that, once it hits the air, becomes a strong 
fibre. This can be used for swinging from platform to 
platform or building to building, as well as to trap your foe 
before walking up to him and giving him a kicking when he 
can t fight back. A bit unfair, but very useful as the fighting's 
so fiddly anyway. 

4 s /cow 
upper/ 
Huge areas to explore 

Cool web swinging/slinging action 

Excellent graphics 

doWMer/ 
Fiddly fighting controls 

Combat becomes repetitive 

No speech bubbles 

/uMMury 
Spider-Man isn’t a classic, 
but its fast-paced platform 
action and exploration is 
worth a look. 
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If you can’t get to a trapped 
worker, check your inventory 
(Select) - you might find 
something that helps... 

Go go Power Rangers, or just go-go awag? 
this game is the in-yer-face 
action. 
In a city divided into 
different sections, you can 
enter any you like and be 
faced with a series of three 
missions. These are Rescue, 
Battle and Megazord, 
always played in the same 
order for some reason. 
As well as punching the 
plasma out of foes, Power 
Rangers can use weapons 
and tools found during the 
levels. The items in the 
Rescue stages are 
especially cool, with 

devices to cut cables, break 
doors, put out fires and 
more. It ain't easy either, 
so it should last you some 
time. In all, it’s a pretty 
good game. 
iaH o/botH* 

years ago. Apparently it 
hasn't, and this surprisingly- 
good new game proves it. 
The graphics and animation 
won't embarrass Disney, 
but they're functional 

enough.The 
sounds are better 
than functional, 
but still nothing 
to write home 
about. What’s 
really cool about 

And here's me 
thinking the 
Power Rangers 
craze died out 

/cow upper/ 
Choonz 

Accessible 

Good exploration 

doWNer/ 
Been done before 

Graphics only average 

/uMMary 
An average looker that 
plays really well. 

packed With fun, factspuzdes, posters & information., 
money price.' On Safe 16.11.00 



"Zasada! That's how Qortsuians say 'hello', and a Qatuian 5 what i am! cron's the name, 
and from now on, I'm answering the Contacts letters. g 
it's been owr a hundred years s»te I frst came to Earth ewe Qortjuians uve a 1 
iooooor\g tmei Bears a hbper-*iteui9ent mesa-creature m*n another planet, i know 

an awful lot about games, but am stai studying you strange human beings, to further 
my studies, I'm tak*ig over the letters page - lucky me! wnte and ask me anything you 
ike, and do my best to answer -1 might get an wsaht into your human habits toor' 

mmm 

Cron: Yes, they work fine on the Came Boy 
Color - that's what we used to take the 
reviewers' pictures on. 
You only get black and 
white shots, though. jyk f 
They wanted to take | ___ 
my pic with the Came HHl 
Boy Camera, but the 
electrical spark on my 
antennae interfered 
with the shot. I JM 
looked like I'd got a £;k 
light bulb on top of Mm 
my head! Regarding 
Dropzone, you’re a jf 
jet pack-equipped 
marine who’s 
mission is to rescue 
a group of humans 
from Jupiter's 
second moon, 10. 
Alien warriors are ; ; 
determined to jh* 
stop you - make , 
sure you use your I 
laser canon, strata 
bombs, and a cloaking device. Pooey - when i 
anyone gonna make a game where the aliens 
make friends with the humans? We’re not all 
psychopaths, you know... 

If you want to make Contact with our 
friendly neighbourhood alien, send 
Your letters, pictures and bribes to 
Contact, Came Boy r 
Power, 22 Strand ^ ^ 
Street, Poole, . A 
Dorset BH14 1 SB.  ^ ^ 
Every letter printed wins a Blaze 
Flexilight, with the Interstellar 
Star Letter also bagging an 
Xploder, an AC adaptor, 
rechargable battery pack, and two of the 
latest games from THQ. Don’t forget to include your 
full postal address so we can beam down your prize. 

Dear CRON, 
I hope you like my drawing of Mewtwo - it 
took me ages. In Issue Four's letters page, 
r you said Pokemon Cold and 

A . Silver wouldn't work on an 
original Came Boy. However, 
another magazine said they 

fiY") will work on CB and CBC- 
L Please put me out of my 

misery and tell me whether to 
blow my Xmas and pocket 

5_.. money on a CBC to play Cold 
K: >*< and Silver or not. Thank you. 
H Graham Yuke, Dundee, 

Scotland 

Cron: The latest news is that the 
games are indeed compatible 
with the original Came Boy after 
all - seems the big 'AT changed 
its mind about making it colour 
only. As the games aren't out 
until next year, though, we 
recommend getting a CBC anyway. 
They’re well worth the groats, and 
all your non-colour Came Boy 

Dear CRON, 
I've had a CBC for two months 
now and I'm hooked. Could you ' : 
please tell me whether the Came 
Boy Printer and the Game Boy 
Camera are compatible with the CBC 
before I splash out and find they don't work? 
Also, could you tell me what Dropzone is all 
about? I own the game, but the instructions 
were missing. 
Thanks for your time, and you’re doing a 
really good job on your magazine. 
Simon Moynes, Erith, Kent 

games work on it too. 

Dear cron. 
It's great to see a magazine dedicated to all 
things Came Boy! The games coming out 
these days are just superb. 
Just one question. When Mario Kart Advance 

poWer 

Dear Cron, 
l was looking for«a magazine to advise me on which 
Game Boy games to buy when I saw yours. It was 
definitely the best in the shop, and great value at 
£1.99, while the others were arountf £3. I'm glad I 
picked your mag 'cos it helped me so much in 
picking the right games. Anyway, here’s a picture to 
show how grateful I am to you. 
Penny Beecroft, Hereford 

Cron: Clad you like the mag, Penny. Hope you like 
the new look as much as I like your picture too. I'd 
send you one of mine, but because Corbulan eyes 
see a wider colour spectrum than human peepers, 
half of it would be invisible! 

/m 
Letter T-mtz 
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tetter/ 

TTiat'saU for this 
month, write v\ and 
let us knov/ 
what you 
think of the 
new-iookmas.if 
you're printed, a 
prize will be 
beamed drectiy 
to your door! 
fWroiS,Cron 

Wow - she's sooooo pretty! Thanks, Hannah - 
send us your address if you want your prize. I 
could find where you live by reading your 
mind, but that would be rude. 

LAP OF THE CODS 
Dear cron, 
I’m interested in Pokemon Yellow cheats for 
the Game Boy Color. I heard about getting to 
the Pokegods (whatever they are) and getting 

into the Orange 
League, both by 
beating the normal 
Pokemon league a 
number of times 
without losing 
once. Please tell 
me if these cheats 
work and how. 
Andrew 
Shilling, 
Dublin, Ireland 

comes out, will it be based on the original 
(SNES) version and have the more involving 
driving and racing or will they blow out and 
do the N64 version? Please, please the 
former! 
Laurence Gilbert, an elderly 34, 
Milton Keynes 

Cron: You know, Yoshi looks like a pet found 
on Gorbula. If he is indeed a Corbulan moshia 
(for that is what they are called) he must be 
injured, 'cos a healthy 
moshia would levitate 
that cart and win every 
race flying over the 
heads of his opponents. 
From what we've seen 
of Mario Kart Advance 
so far (which isn't 
much), it seems closer 
to the SNES version, but 
isn't a clone of either. 

Cron: Dunno why 
you lot have such 
trouble catching 
'em all. I just sit in a 
field and send out a 
sub-electronic 
signal from my 
antennae and they 
come to me. Check 
out Pokemon 
Yellow solution this 
issue for all the 
cheats we have. 

THE ART 
OF 
SLAYING 
Dear cron, 
I think your mag is brill 
and I also love Buffy 
the Vampire Slayer, so I 
drew this picture just 
for you. 
Hannah McCaully, 
Surrey 

The THQ G-Club 
goes from 
strength to 
strength... It’s big, it’s bold, it's happening and it’s here! What is it? The THQ G- 

Club, a free Game Boy club with over 20,000 members. Every new 
member gets a free introductory pack, containing the latest G-Club 

Journal, a mystery free gift, stickers, a comic and access to the G-Club 
website (www.gclub.net) containing competitions, reviews, news, and all 
manner of cool stuff. The G-Club Journal is sent four times a year to all 
its members too. So how do you join? You can register on the web site 
or enrol through a G-Club advert or when you buy a G-Club game. 
Alternatively, you can enter the Game Boy Power G-Club competition... 

We’ve teamed up with THQ to bring you a sizzling Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer G-Club compo. One lucky reader will win a boxed set of Buffy 
videos, Season Four Part One and a Buffy the Vampire Slayer game. Four 
runners-up win a game, and all winners are automatically enrolled into 
the THQ G-Club. So how do you win? Simple - take a long, hard look at 
the G-Club gremlins here - that’s them, in the bottom corner! They've 
infiltrated the mag and crop up on two pages other than this one. So 
where are they? Write and tell us! 
Answers on a postcard to G-Whiz Competition, Game Boy Power, 22 
Strand Street. Poole, Dorset BH15 1SB. Entries which arrive after 10th 
December will be slain. 
• Buffy the Vampire Slayer Season Four Part One is out now to buy from 
20th Century Fox Home Entertainment. 

Letl^^GRMt BOY power 
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COMPttitiON 
Addr e// 
Came Boy Power 
22 Strand Street 
Poole 
Dorset, BH15 1SB 

•»*ii 

'•"wTtaw/® 

Entries which arrive after 10th 
December will be ignored. 

KZ '"1" ringer-boards? Check out 
■»SXS Extreme road Champ Finger 
Bikes. Each miniature bike is a faithful 
reproduction of a genuine BMX, with 

forks SeatS;ha?,dlebarS' Steerin9 and orks. Seats and wheels are 
interchangeable. 

packs Vn!table are SOme C001 accessory packs, offering vertical ramps park 

benches, stairs, rails and mo^Atast 
you can pull off all the same stunts as 
the pros without falling off and 
smashing your face ini 

BiKf/ 
Our monthly grab-bag of goodies 

This one's enough to drive you mental. Transposer 6 is a 
set of six multi-coloured triangles, each containing 16 
small triangles. Some are coloured, some are cut out. 

Your task? To place the large triangles one on top of the other 
so both the top and bottom of the pile show a single colour. 
With 16-million combinations and four possible solutions, it will 
drive you bananas for months. 
The Transposer 6 costs a mere £2.99 in the shops, but we've got 
12 of them to give away. To stand a chance of winning, just 
answer this phenomenally-simple question: 

How many different combinations are 
there in Transposer 6? 

Answers on a postcard to TRANSPOSER POSER 
Competition at the competition address elsewhere on this page. 

TRANSP9S 

TH' LAYERS 
TQCR5AT5 
SQUDCQieURS 

back and frc 
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POKImON .H 
fiMft DALI 

wfat i 
Oir 

mmwm* wmtmw 
U ere's a cute new way to listen to some happenin' 
■1 choonz. Pokemon Radio Pals feature a fully- 
functional FM radio, a clip to attach it to your belt, 
backpack or wherever, and a set of earphones. Best of 
all, there's a cuddly Pikachu, Squirtle or Charmander on 
top of each one! 
Pokemon Radio Pals cost £9.99 from all good toy stores. 



bit/ b piece/ 

The problem with digital cameras is they're just too 
expensive. Unless you're made of money or seriously into 
web design, there's no point buying a digital camera for 

around three times as much as its ordinary counterpart. That's 
where Tiger Electronics' Yahoo.Cam comes in. it costs only 
£69.99 (very cheap for a digital), stores up to 12 pictures at a 
time which you can download to your PC or e-mail to friends, 
functions as a web cam and even has a built-in sensor, meaning 
you can use it as a security camera. What's more, we've got one 
to give away. To stand a chance of winning, lust answer this 
simple question: 

How many pictures can be stored on 
the Yahoo.Cam? 

Answers on a postcard to snap-happy CHAPPY 
COMPETITION at the competition address. 

iff GAME BOY power k7 



hand/ oM! Wanna know what’s top and 
what's smeg? Check out our 
guide to almost everg Game 
Bog Color game currentlg 
doing the rounds... 



want a blast from the past? That 
old classic Space Invaders will only 
set you back a penny shy of £13. 

iN foul 

Compilation 

This little package 
features classic and 
updated versions of five 
old LCD pocket games, 
including Donkey Kong Jr 
and Mario Bros. Sure 
they're simple, but they 
bring back soooooo 
many memories... 

ikfocu/ 

'p 
W/£7 

HB 
everyone's fave lizard 
onto the small screen 
without losing any of his 
subtle charms. His tail- 
flicking, tongue¬ 
grabbing antics are 
there, and all brilliantly 
animated. A very credible 
platformer indeed. 

IK focu/ 

Compilations 

The games included in 
the First two Konami 
collections are: 
Vol 1: Castlevania, 
Gradius, Probotector, 
Konami Racing. 
Vol 2: Parodius, Block 
Game, Track & Field, 
Frogger. 

1 HI 1 1 II 
CHALLENGE 
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iH focu/ }H focu/i 
Beat-'em-up 

Tliis game goes toe to toe 
with international Karate 
2000 for the title of the 
best Game Boy fighter on 
the shelves, its converted 
to the two-button Game 
Boy surprisingly well, 
with a tap for a fast 
attack and a long press 
for a strong blow. 

Driving Game 

The top-down 
perspective makes this 
one a very satisfying 
racer. Graphical prowess 
is traded for speed, and 
winning your foe’s pods 
gives a good sense of 
progression. Pity you 
only race one opponent 
at a time, though... 

directory 



XP LODE RGB 

□900 77V975V 

It's not tHe Came 
best-selling 
peripheral for 

nothing! The 
Blaze xploder Is 
one handsome 
piece of kit, giving 
you the chance to 
bust open your fave 
games using the codes printed 

very month in Came Boy Power, 
on the Blaze hotline (0900 

7779757) and on the xploder 
web site (www.xploder.net). 

Don't delay - cheat today... 

POKEMON wartortle Clefable Kadabra Dodrio Hitmonlee Pinsir Dragonair 

PINBALL 0D280B96 0D440B96 0D600B96 0D750B96 0D8A0B96 0D9F0B96 0DB40B96 

infinite Blastoise Vulpix Alakazam Seel Hitmoncham Tauros Dragonite 

balls/rounds 0D290B96 0D450B96 0D610B96 0D760B96 0D8B0B96 0DA00B96 0DB50B96 

0D289DED Caterpie Ninetales Machop Dewgong Lickitung Magikarp Mewtwo 

infinite Again 0D2A0B96 0D460B96 0D620B96 0D770B96 0D8C0B96 0DA10B96 0DB60B96 

Mode Metabod Jiggiypuff Machoke Grimer Koffing Gyarados Mew (Note) 

0D60D4ED 0D2B0B96 0D470B96 0D630B96 0D780B96 0D8D0B96 0DA20B96 0DB70B96 

infinite time Butterfree Wigglytuff Machamp Muk weezing Lapras Note: Mew will 

(Catch 'em 0D2C0B96 0D480B96 0D640B96 0D790B96 0D8E0B96 0DA30B96 be announced 

Mode) weedle Zubat Bellsprout Shelder Rhyhorn Ditto as 'not caught' 

0D263E96 0D2D0B96 0D490B96 0D650B96 0D7A0B96 0D8F0B96 0DA40B96 at the result 

infinite dual Kakuna Golbat weepinbell Cloyster Rhydon Eevee screen, but you 

Pikachu 0D2E0B96 0D4A0B96 0D660B96 0D7B0B96 0D900B96 0DA50B96 will have it in 

kickback Beedrill Oddish Victreebell Gastly Chansey vaporeon your Pokedex. 

0D4AE896 0D2F0B96 0D4B0B96 0D670B96 0D7C0B96 0D910B96 0DA60B96 

A lot Of Pidgey Gloom lentacool Haunter Tdngela Jolteon PERFECT 

points each 0D300B96 0D4C0B96 0D680B96 0D7D0B96 0D920B96 0DA70B96 DARK 

round Pigeotto Vileplume Tentacruel Gengar Kangaskhan Flareon infinite health 

0D268DED 0D310B96 0D4D0B96 0D690B96 0D7E0B96 0D930B96 0DA80B96 0D488B6E 

Ball saver is Pigeot Paras Geodude Onix Horsea Porygon Infinite Falcon 

always on 0D320B96 0D4E0B96 0D6A0B96 0D7F0B96 0D940B96 0DA90B96 2 ammo 

0D2049ED Rattata Parasect Graveler Drowzee Seadra Omanyte 0D2B677E 

0D20BDED 0D330B96 0D4F0B96 0D6B0B96 0D800B96 0D950B96 0DA10B96 Infinite MG1- 

0D202CED Raticate venonat Golem Hypno Goldeen Omastar 16G ammo 

0D20A1ED 0D340B96 0D500B96 0D6C0B96 0D810B96 0D960B96 0DAB0B96 0D305C7E 

Always have Spearow venomoth Ponyta Krabby Seaking Kabuto Fire ShotGun 

Pokeball 0D350B96 0D510B96 0D6D0B96 0D820B96 0D970B96 0DAC0B96 ammo 

0D221EED Fearow Diglett Rapidash Kingler Staryu Kabutops 0D216A6E 

Always have 0D360B96 0D520B96 0D6E0B96 0D830B96 0D980B96 0DAD0B96 Fire RailGun 

Great Pokeball Ekans Dugtrio Slowpoke voltorb Starmie Aerodactyl ammo 

0D231EED 0D370B96 0D530B96 0D6F0B96 0D840B96 0D990B96 0DAE0B96 0D226A6E 

Always have Arbok Meowth Slowbro Electrode Mr Mime Snorlax Fire MG1 

Ultra 0D380B96 0D540B96 0D700B96 0D850B96 0D9A0B96 0DAF0B96 ammo 

Pokeball Pikachu Persian Magnemite Exeggcute Scyther Articuno 0D236A6E 

0D241EED 0D390B96 0D550B96 0D710B96 0D860B96 0D9B0B96 0DB00B96 Fire MP 

Always have Raichu Psyduck Magneton Exeggutor Jynx zapdos ammo 

Master 0D3A0B96 0D560B96 0D720B96 0D870B96 0D9C0B96 0DB10B96 0D246A6E 

Pokeball Sandshrew Golduck Farfetch'd Cubone Electabuzz Moltres Note : Game 

0D261EED 0D3B0B96 0D570B96 0D730B96 0D880B96 0D9D0B96 0DB20B96 crashes very 

Always catch Sandslash Mankey Doduo Marowak Magmar Dratini easy with these 

Pokemon: 0D3C0B96 0D580B96 0D740B96 0D890B96 0D9E0B96 0DB30B96 codes. 

Bulbasaur 
0D210B96 
ivysaur 
0D220B96 
venusaur 
0D230B96 
Charmander 
0D240B96 
Charmeleon 
0D260B96 
Charizard 
0D260B96 
Squirtle 
0D270B96 

Nidoran (F) 
0D3D0B96 
Nidorina 
0D3E0B96 
Nidoqueen 
0D3F0B96 
Nidoran (M) 
0D400B96 
Nidorino 
0D410B96 
Nidoking 
0D420B96 
Clefairy 
0D430B96 

Primeape 
0D590B96 
Growlithe 
0D5A0B96 
Arcanine 
0D5B0B96 
Poliwag 
0D5C0B96 
Polwhirl 
0D5D0B96 
Poliwrath 
0D5E0B96 
Abra 
0D5F0B96 

t's time for a Blaze bumper bag once more, with an Xploder cart, a 
Flexilight, a Light Magnifier, an AC Adapter/Power Pack, Link Cable and 
Stand-Alone Power Pack up for grabs. If you want to win (and who 

doesn’t?), just answer this simple question: 

What's the number of 
Blaze's xploder telephone 

hotline (check the top of the 
page for dues)? 

Answers on a postcard to: Xploder Competition, Came 
Boy Power, 22 Strand Street, Poole, Dorset BH14 1SB. 
Entries which arrive after December 10th will be rolled 
into tubes, pained red and disguised as dynamite. 
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ed up with spending hours looking through Game Boy Power’s collectable cheat cards, all the game box. if you haven't got the game, keep it 
your magazine collection for a cheat you saw help you ever need is right at your fingertips. Just handy anyway - you never know what you'll get 
three months ago? Worry no longer! With cut out the coupon and keep them inside your for Christmas! 
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Above the grouhd 
Look for the hospital in North Banana 

Grove in Vice City. There’s a tiny flight of 

stairs on the north end of it. Climb them 

and walk over the edge of the building. 

You can now exercise a game bug allowing 

you to walk anywhere, out of the reach of 

the cops. To get back down to ground 

level, use any set of stairs. 

Wt A proMo Ly.p 
/ LoWpoKe 
Take 59 Energy cards and one basic 

Pokemon and make a deck with them. 

Select the deck as your duelling deck, 

then go talk to the boy in the Fire 

Club. He asks for your unused r 
Energy cards. Agree or he leaves, < 
never to return. I| acc*// aii Level/ 

Another game bug allows you to 

skip levels. When you lose your 

last life on a level on which 

you’re stuck, press and hold A on 

the stats screen and turn off your 

Game Boy when you get to the 

main screen. When you switch on 

again, you start at the next level. 

iN/iNit* tNeroY card/ Ip 
If you are low on energy cards I j 

and need more, go back to Dr hj 
Ooyama's lab. There fight Mikasa 

(the man you fought at the start) and 

fight him over and again. You get two 

boosters full of energy cards each time. 

UNLOCK ALL tracK/ 
aNd character/ 
From the Main Menu, enter the Options 

Menu and select Password, then enter 
MUTTLEY to unlock all characters and Tracks. 

uHLocK hidden 
character/ 
To unlock Phoenix at the title 

screen press ♦, ♦, ♦, 

B, A 

To unlock 

Apocalypse 

at the title 

screen 

press «*, «- 

♦ , B. A 

WRESTLEMANIA 200011 
Mankind .CSVW po//Word/ 

Billy Gunn 
Road Dogg. 
val venis. 
Jeff Jarrett. 
Shawn Michaels.. 
Big Boss Man. 
Ken Shamrock. 
The Big Show. 
Shawn Michaels.. 
Triple-H. 
x-Pac/Ken Shamrock PJZX 
Steve Austin.PJ18 
Undertaker.PJ3P 
Kane.PJ59 
The Rock..PJ7N 
Mankind.PJ!C 

Triple-H. 
Shawn Michaels/ 
val Venis. 
Big Show. 
Kane. 
Mankind. 
The Rock. 
The Undertaker.. 
Mankind. 
Big Boss Man. 

hard di//icultY track/ 
Enter FOOD as a password. 

MediuM di//icuLtr tracK/ 
Enter FAST as a password. 

PJH! 
..PJHT 
..PJKB 
.PJM6 
PJN9 

PJRW 
..PJSS 
.PJWZ 

undertaker 
Val Venis. 
Road Dogg. 
x-Pac. 
Billy Gunn. 
Ken Shamrock... 
Big Boss Man. 
Shawn Michaels 
Billy Gunn. 
Triple-H. 

2BDM 
.2BH4 
2BKN 

..2BLH 

..2BPL 
2BRN 

..2BS3 
2BW9 
..2BKP 

,.CS!9 
CTCV 
CTFV 

the rock 
Ken Shamrock... 
Jeff Jarrett. 
Road Dogg. 
X-Pac . 
Mr. Ass. 
Val Venis. 
Big Bossman. 
X-Pac. 
Triple-H. 
Shawn Michaels 
Big Show. 
Kane. 
Mankind. 
Undertaker. 
Steve Austin. 

The Big Show 
Mankind. 
The Rock. 
Steve Austin. 
Mankind The Big Show. 

..FSS3 Shawn Michaels.2CD8 
FSW9 /teve Au/tiN 

Ken Shamrock... 
Jeff Jarrett. 
Road Dogg. 
X-Pac. 
Billy Gunn. 
Val Venis. 
Big Boss Man.... 

CSGQ 
.CSK8 
..CSL3 
.CSP6 

power 

1 
1~ 

1 1 

1L 

L-CLUiZ/jjLv 1 
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Brush 'Jour cot; 

da'J u * *h 

SCORE. 
HIGH ooooooo 

:rmiiiniiiinH*it‘ii 

LU*dl 
choo/e vour coLour 
This trick works for all non-Color games used 

on the Came Boy Color. First insert the 

cartridge. Turn on the machine to see the 

Game Boy Color logo. On this screen, 

quickly tap various buttons to change the 

game's colour. Use t, * or or hold 

B and press either t, ■*, \ or 

m 

cheat code/ 
To activate a cheat, enter 

the codes below. 

Furd Herder Mini-Game 

GREEN ALIEN, GREEN 

ALIEN, SQUARE, GREEN 

ALIEN 

Klax History 

YELLOW ALIEN, PILLAR, 

PILLAR, GREEN ALIEN 

Klax Myth SQUARE, PILLAR. 

DIAMOND, GREEN ALIEN 

Snake Mini-Game CIRCLE, 

DIAMOND, SQUARE, GREEN ALIEN 

View Credits PILLAR, 

YELLOW ALIEN, DIAMOND, 

DIAMOND. 

View Programmers GREEN 

ALIEN, GREEN ALIEN, CIRCLE, SQUARE 

ULLCL l 
cheat/ 
These are entered into the 

password screen. 

Unlimited Ammo ZXLCPMZ 

Unlimited Lives FJVHDCK 

Skip Level XCDSDFS 

Level pa//Word/ 
*a/v 
Map 2 

Map 3 

Map 4 

Map 5 

SDFLMSF 

DVLFDZM 

VFDSGPD 

CSDJKFD 

MediuM 
Map 2 VLXCZVF 

Map 3 

Map 4 

Map 5 

hard 
Map 2 

Map 3 

Map 4 

Map 5 

DPSDCVX 

ZMGFSCM 

HWKLFYS 

CJSDPSF 

CMSDKCD 

SPFPWLD 

TPDFQGB 

PROJECT 
SWARM 
cheat Mode 
Enter BBBBBBBB as a password 

MmirMsai 
cool COW 
When naming your first cow, start its name 

with a heart symbol and it gives good milk 

and grows fast. 

ih/ihite oaa 
Wait until one of your chickens lays an egg 

directly above the shipping box. 

Water the egg and it turns into 

a block. Now pick up the egg', 

and you have infinite eggs and 

pots of money. 

the hoMe oaMe 
Use a capital for the first letter 

of your name to grow egg 

plants and carrots. Leave it 

small to grow 

peanuts and 

broccoli. To grow all 

of the above, make 

the first letter of 

your name begin 

with a symbol, such 

as a heart. 

* _ 
S- 

# 

yfl surpass oe as 

Ranch Mas-ter- ! s.f2\ 

W looms 
extra Level/ 
Set the music to off, the speed 

to High and the round to Ten 

Hold t and press Select. The 

round now reads '11'. Continue 

to advance to higher levels by 

pressing the Select button 

Alternatively, after you beat Level 

Ten, it shows Yoshi and Mario 

playing with that 

bouncing ball. You are 

eventually shown the 

credits, shown every 

cookie, and then the ball 

bounces back and forth 

across the screen while 

the background music 

plays. If you wait long i 

enough, you get a code 

which allows you to get to Levels 11 

through 99. 
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A BASKETFUL OF THUNDERBIRDS GOODIES MUST BE WON! 
DVDS, VIDEOS, FIGURES AND DIE-CAST VEHICLES UP FOR GRABS DON'T DELAY 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 
Take out a subscription to GAME boy POWER and you not only save 15% 
on the cover price, but you also get to see the mag before it hits the 
shops! To subscribe, just filling the form below and send a cheque or 
postal order for £21.89, made payable to Quay Magazine Publishing Ltd 

SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
I would like to subscribe to CAME BOY POWER starting from 
issue. 

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £21.89 made payable to Quay 
Magazine Publishing Ltd. 

Send my marvellous mags to: 

Title.Name. 

Address. 

Send your order to: Subscriptions Department (CAME Magazine), 
Quay Magazine Publishing Ltd, 
22 Strand Street, 
Poole, 
Dorset 
BH15 1SB 

□ Tick here if you prefer not to receive mailings from carefully 
selected companies. 

We accept photocopies of this form 

TRADING CARD GAME 
reviewed ahd rated! 

YELLOW 

three hew *?Lda oave/ revedied! 

MICRO MACHINES V? 
• •( *hi/ »» bfft racer ever? 

i//ue 5 rtiit OKLy fl.M 
SPIDER-MAN, Iff 2000, POP N' POP 
JIMMY WHITE'S CUEBALL, BUFFY 
THE VAMPIRE SLAYER# JUNGLE BOOR 
DISNEY'S ALADDIN AND MANY MOREI 

The price of back issues is £2.50 in the UK, £3.00 
inside the European Union and £3.50 for the rest of 
the world. 

GAME Magazine 
issue One.copies, £ 
Issue Two.copies, £ 

Pokemon Yellow Reviewed! Pokemon Gold and Silver - 
Also: Warioland III, 
Rainbow Six, MTV Sports, 
Tomb Raider, Le Mans 24 
Hours, Roland Garros 
Tennis, Pro Pool and more! 

New Characters Revealed! 
Also: Pokemon 
Championship, Pokemon 
Movie 2000, IK+2000, 
TOCA, Triple Play 2001, 
Asterix, Croc and more! 

Perfect Dark, Lemmings, 
Pokemon Pinball, Qix 
Adventure, Army men 2 
and Puchi Carat reviewed. 
Complete solution to R- 
Type DX. Pokemon 
Championship feature. 

Buffy the vampire Slayer, 
Pokemon Pinball solution, 
Game Boy Advance 
feature, Yar's Revenge, 
Daikatana, Alfred Chicken, 
Titus the Fox, Cool Bricks, 
Rhino Rumble and more... 

Send your order to: Back issues Department 
(GAME BOY POWER), 
Quay Magazine Publishing Ltd, 
22 Strand Street, Poole, Dorset BH151SB 

/Mb/ MR BOY power 63 
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■mm 
Sambsi 
“Let’s hope they’re 
better than the 
last two, baby!” 

CLAZ/iC 9AM* r*yi/it*d 
POKEMON MB ft BLUE 
These aren't just games, 

they're legends! It's 
unbelievable how they've 

caught the gamers’ imaginations 
and created a new phenomenon. 
But what makes them so popular? 
To be frank, there are as many 
answers to that question as there 
are Pokemon Masters. Some point 
to the collecting aspects of the 
game, seeking out that elusive 

the adventure aspect of the game 
that's the key to its success. 
Everyone loves those ‘on safari' 
wildlife programmes where they 
go into the jungle and film the 
animals. Pokemon Red/Blue is like 
making your own, exploring the 
terrain, learning about the various 
Pokemon's habits in order to 
track them down. Whatever it is, 
there's one thing on which all 
Pokemon Masters agree. 
Pokemon Red and Blue are truly 
classic games. 

Rteeeeeen-shun! Faiun for two 
new flames featuring my lovely 
tjoys, the piastt soldiers! . 

THE 
ARMY 

MEN 
ARE 

ACKt MORE CAR-THEFT THRILLS! 
Grand Theft Auto returns in a gripping sequel to the heart¬ 
stopping car crime original. Have you got what it takes to cut 
it in the criminal underworld? 

Pokemon and adding it to your 
Pokedex. There's nothing more 
satisfying than tracking 
down a mysterious 
monster that’s r n 
eluded you for 
ages, finally 
trapping it in y a, 
your Pokeball 
and adding it to \ | I . 
your collection. f 
Other Masters \ 
point to the ^ :■/& 
swapping aspect of 
the game. If you have 
a Pokemon your friend 
hasn’t, you can trade it 
for a monster you’ve 
yet to find yourself. 
Indeed, as some creatures 
can only be found in one cart or 
the other, this is essential if 
you're to get all 151 Pokemon. 

Yet more Masters 
argue the fighting 

aspect is the 
game's chief 

quality. You get a 
L real sense of pride 

when the Poketeam 
you've lovingly 

nurtured and trained 
take out the enemy squad 

and win you a badge. It’s a real 
tribute to your skills and genuine 
edge-of-your-seat stuff. 
Maybe they're all wrong and it's 



CHEATS & TIPS FOR OVERXIIUI/J GAMES 

ERSONS AGED 16 OR OVER MAY CALL THIS NUMBER 
INTERNATIONAL ACCESS: 
+44 (0)700 5900 020 

MOBILE PHONE ACCESS: 

0700 5900 615 

CHEMWIMiiaS^lili^i^lSTRESS 

A Bug's Life F Ninja Boy 2 Tarzan 

Adams Family FI Race O Tazmanian Devil 

Adventure Island 2 Final Fantasy Legend 2 Oddworld Adventures Teen. Mut. Ninja Turtles 

Alleyway G P Tennis 

Altered Space Game & Watch Gallery Pac In Time Tetris 

Animaniacs * Game Boy Camera Parodius Tetris Attack 

Antz Gauntlet 2 Penguin Boy The Legend of Zelda 

Armorines Gex3 Deep Pock.Gecko Pipe Dream The Pagemaster 

Army Men Sarge's Her. Gex Enter the Gecko Pitfall The Simpsons 

Asterix Godzilla Pitfighter Tom and Jerry 

B Godzilla The Series Play Action Football Toy Story 2 

Bart Simpson's Esc.C.D. Grand Theft Auto Pocket Bomberman Turok 2: Seeds of Evil 

THE ABOVE LIST IS JUST A SAMPLE OF WHAT'S ON OFFER 

TO MOVE BACK A STEP TO RESTART SERVICE PRESS 

PERSONS AGED UNDER 1 6 CALL THIS NUMBER ONLY 

Calls to the above numbers cost 60p per minute 

ECW Hardcore Rev. N T 
• • i Elevator Action NBA Jam T2: Judgement Day V 

Evel Knieval NBA Jam 99 Tamagotchi I 
F Ninja Boy 2 Tarzan I 



PlayStation 

HUGE BOSS BATTLES TONS OF GAME MODES 

OVER 20 LEVELS OF 
POWER RANGERS ACTION 

PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc Nintendo®, the official seal. Nintendo 64 and the 3-D N logo are trademarks of Nintendo Co..Ltd 
Nintendo® Game Boy™ and the official seal are trademarks of Nintendo Co.. Ltd. TM & © 2000 Saban. Power Rangers and all related titles, logos, characters, names, and distinctive likenesses 
thereof are the exclusive property of Saban Entertainment. Inc. and Saban International N.V. All rights reserved. THQ and the THQ logo are trademarks of THO Inc. All rights reserved. Power 
Rangers Lightspeed Rescue™ - Game and Software ©2000 THQ Inc. 

www.thq.co.uk/powerrangers 
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